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LUXEON SunPlus Series

LEDs created with one market
in mind: Horticulture.

The future of horticulture LED lighting is here: LUXEON SunPlus Series from Lumileds. Delivering lighting that’s consistent,
sustainable and precise, these industry-leading LEDs are the only light engines binned and tested based on photosynthetic photon
flux—ensuring proper light absorption for a variety of plants and crops. If you’re ready to enter the expanding horticulture market,
make sure you do it with the only purpose-built LEDs up to the task: the LUXEON SunPlus Series. For more information, contact
your Lumileds sales representative or visit us online.
See more. lumileds.com/horticulture

LUMILEDS ILLUMINATION LEDs
LUXEON HIGH POWER LEDs • LUXEON MID POWER LEDs • LUXEON CoB LEDs • LUXEON COLOR LEDs • LUXEON UV LEDs • MATRIX PLATFORM
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OptiFrost® Light Diffusing Material
Our “custom” compounded concentrates and pre-colored materials are
formulated to meet your specific requirements, while eliminating “hot spots”
and allowing maximum light transmission for any lighting application
Every light source is different and LED technology changes daily…
So, which option allows you to produce the absolute best for your clients?
Out of the box material that provides an
“acceptable” light transmission you make
work for your application?





Polycarbonate and Acrylic
Textured or Smooth
Impact Modified
Custom Tints/Colors

Allowing OptiColor to work with you to
formulate custom materials designed for
exact LED and light source applications?





Diffused FR grades for aerospace
Custom whites
Injection molding and extrusion
Concentrates and pre-colors

The OptiColor Difference

Visit us at booth# 600

Call us today to discuss your custom lighting material projects
Improved Light Diffusion/Transmission • Sample Material for Trials • Short Lead-Times
Email: sales@opticolorinc.com • 15501 Computer Lane, Huntington Beach, CA 92649

(866) 369-5709 • (714) 893-8839 • www.opticolorinc.com
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commentary

Broadening SSL application space brings
excitement to the LED sector

I

like to think that we do a
good job of addressing a variety of topics in each issue of
LEDs Magazine, but looking
over the galleys for this issue
really made me stop and think
about how much the LED and
solid-state lighting (SSL) sectors
have evolved in a relatively short
period of time. Five years ago, the use case
for power LEDs was backlighting and automotive with general illumination being a
future target. Now LEDs don’t just dominate in general lighting applications, but
the technology has enabled large vertical
applications such as horticultural lighting
and human-centric lighting (HCL).
Indeed, the vertical areas have led us to
create a number of information resources
to serve you better. The latest examples are
four vertical email newsletters that we will
publish on four Mondays per month. These
newsletters won’t replace our Wednesday newsletter that covers the broad LED
and SSL industries. But the Horticultural
Lighting, Smart Lighting & IoT (Internet
of Things), Lighting for Health & Wellbeing, and Architectural Lighting newsletters that will go out on a rotating basis

will enable us to deliver more information on what we see as exciting application areas. You can subscribe at leds
magazine.com/subscribe.
Back to this issue, we do have a really
diverse set of articles for you. The automotive sector remains very important in
terms of LED consumption, and in fact it
may be the fastest-growing consumer of
components, although it will never be as
large as general lighting. And it’s great to
see that the automotive standards bodies
have made significant progress on regulatory issues that will enable widespread
usage of adaptive drive beam (ADB) headlamps (p. 35). ADB headlamps will result
in both auto makers buying more LEDs
and making the roadways safer.
To quickly get an idea for the breadth
of our industry, you need to look no further than the finalist list for the 2017
LEDs Magazine Sapphire Awards (p. 39).
Whether talking about enabling technologies and packaged LEDs, general lighting
products, or specialty SSL fixtures, the
Sapphire list includes many of the significant innovations from the past year.
Of course, looking forward to 2017 shaping up in front of us, the smart lighting trend
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offers perhaps the most potential. And we
have quite a lot on the topic in this issue.
We have a feature that discusses how smart
lighting can be integrated into smart buildings and work alongside BACnet systems (p.
51). Our coverage of the Strategies in Light
Europe conference from November also has
a decided smart lighting slant (p. 55).
This issue also includes some SSL project financing details. The aforementioned
Strategies in Light Europe article includes
coverage of a talk from an executive with
the UK-based Green Investment Bank.
And we have a dedicated feature article on
finance from the perspective of an energy
services company or ESCO (p. 73).
This breadth of applications and topics
like finance have me very excited for the
looming Strategies in Light show (strategiesinlight.com) that will take place
Feb. 28–Mar. 2, co-located with The LED
Show and Lightspace California. The conference program looks outstanding (p.
67). And don’t miss the Sapphire Gala
(http://bit.ly/2jRf8Be).
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A powerful portfolio
to drive a brighter year

Inventronics is a global manufacturer with local support that can meet your specific
needs. Whether you are retrofitting or starting a new project, we have the right product
for the job. Our LED drivers offer flexibility, multiple options for intelligent controls,
superior energy savings and more convenience. Explore our vast portfolio of products
which comprise the broadest portfolio of high power LED drivers in the industry.

Join us at Strategies in Light with Bill Brown Sales in Booth 200 Feb. 28-Mar 2: Anaheim, CA

Learn more at Inventronics-co.com

For more information on
products shown visit
inventronics-intl.com/portfolio.html

Inventronics USA
Oklahoma City
+1 405-600-7480
usa-sales@inventronics-co.com

Inventronics China
Hangzhou, Zhejiang
+86-571-56565800
sales@inventronics-co.com

Inventronics Japan
Minato-ku
+81 3 5403 5974
jp-sales@inventronics-co.com

Inventronics Europe
The Netherlands
+31 857 470 061
eu-sales@inventronics-intl.com

Inventronics India
Mumbai
+91-9821542220
india-sales@inventronics-intl.com

Inventronics Brazil
São Carlos/SP
+55 (11) 2680-8310
brazilsales@inventronics-intl.com
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Making LED Lighting Solutions Simpleª

We Accelerate
Time to Revenue
by Providing
The Most Comprehensive System-Level Product Portfolio
u Solid-State Lighting Expertise
u Design Support Services
u Global Supply Chain and Business Solutions
u

www.FutureLightingSolutions.com
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MONUMENT LIGHTING

Landmark Niagara Falls
get dynamic RGBW
LED lighting upgrade
The Niagara Falls Illumination Board has unveiled a new
LED-based dynamic lighting system using red, green, blue,
and white (RGBW) luminaires or projectors that makes the
famed falls even more spectacular at night. The twin cities of Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada and Niagara Falls, NY
collaborated on the $4 million solid-state lighting (SSL)
project that was undertaken by a consortium of lighting
specialist and contracting firms including Ecco Electric
Ltd, Salex Inc, Mulvey & Banani Lighting Inc, Sceneworks,
and Stanley Electric.
The Niagara Falls were previously lit by xenon sources
with the light projected from the Illumination Tower located
in Queen Victoria Park on the Canadian side of the river.
There were also a few fixtures in a bunker in the river gorge
used to illuminate one side of the American Falls. That system had been in place for some 20 years.

The Illumination Board issued an RFP back in 2014 globally, seeking suppliers that could replace the 21 fixtures in
the existing system on a one-for-one basis and increase the
white-light level on the falls from 5 fc to 2–3 times that level.
At least 30 companies/teams responded initially and seven
moved to a finalist stage before the winners were selected.
Salex president Nick Puopolo led the process of retrofitting the system with LED lighting, bringing a proposal to
the Niagara Falls Illumination Board along with Ecco Electric and ultimately participating in bringing the idea to fruition. Salex is a lighting and controls sales agency and Ecco
is an electrical contractor.
» page 10

PACKAGED LEDS

AUTOMOTIVE LIGHTING

Kyocera debuts violet-based white
and color packaged LEDs, lights
Japanese façade

Osram announces LED
and laser products for
automotive applications

Kyocera has announced a major
building-façade lighting project in Kyoto, Japan, and at the
same time revealed the first
major commercial use of its violet-emitter-based LED technology that had previously only
been discussed in research and
development (R&D) terms. The
Wacoal Holdings building façade can be bathed in white or dynamic
RGB light — hues that Kyocera said are suggestive of Kyoto. The
packaged LEDs, meanwhile, use a violet emitter with RGB phosphor mixes, with the exact mix determining whether white or
color light is realized.
In terms of producing a high-power white LED, the Kyocera technology appears to parallel the violet pump and phos» page 12

Osram Opto Semiconductors used the fall Electronica
trade fair as a venue to launch some new automotive-targeted LED and laser-based components. The
surface-mount device (SMD), four-channel laser
demonstrated at the show is a prototype product
intended for LIDAR (light detection and ranging)
applications and such systems will be critical in
the evolution of autonomous or self-driving autos.
Meanwhile, the company continues to evolve its
LED headlamp product portfolio, announcing the
commercial availability of the three-to five-emitter
Oslon Black Flat S SMD LEDs with each LED in the
package being individually controllable.
LIDAR technology is being used in many different applications, as we described in a feature article focused on LED-based LIDAR systems » page 10

LEDsmagazine.com
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Falls from page 9

The new system is installed in three
places with the bulk of the luminaires in
the existing Illumination Tower. There are
also three luminaires in a new bunker near
the American Falls. And the project includes
for the first time the ability to fully light the
Horseshoe Falls with luminaires installed
atop the Table Rock Centre directly adjacent to the falls on the Canadian side. Previously, the mist generated in the middle of
the U-shaped falls had prevented light from
reaching the back of the horseshoe. The new
location for luminaires solved the problem.
The Stanley luminaire design is square
with each luminaire integrating nine individually-controllable LED modules. In
total, there are 1400 modules and 350 zones
of control, whereas the older system had
just the 21 zones or one per fixture. The
granularity added an incredible gradient
effect to the system.
The SSL retrofit project was intended both
to enhance the Falls experience for visitors
and to deliver the energy efficiency and longevity associated with LED lighting. Salex
said the outdoor SSL system delivers light
levels that are 4–14 times brighter than the
xenon lighting depending on the colors being
projected. The LED system reduced energy
consumption by 60% relative to the xenon
lighting. And the consortium of companies
behind the project designed it to operate relatively maintenance-free for 25 years.
We regularly cover LED installations at
iconic locations around the world. For example, we recently covered the LED lighting
installed at St. Peter’s Square in Vatican City
(http://bit.ly/2jAgOir). And some of the projects have been in nature such as the relighting of the Saalfeld Fairy Grottoes in Thüringen, Germany (http://bit.ly/29l6DHu). But
the Niagara Falls project may be the most
impressive use of LEDs to date in a natural
setting such as the one on the Niagara River.
MORE: http://bit.ly/2k4NamG

UV LEDS

RayVio announces midpower UV LEDs for health
and hygiene applications
Startup RayVio has announced the XE Series
of ultraviolet (UV) LEDs that are packaged
similarly to mid-power visible-light LEDs
10
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Automotive from page 9

(http://bit.ly/2iSmC65). In automotive
applications, LIDAR is already in use
in some driver-assistance functionality
with adaptive cruise control, emergency
braking, and other systems. Moreover,
autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles would depend on a system of some
type that can detect objects.
LIDAR works by using so-called timeof-flight measurements. A laser diode in
the Osram implementation emits a pulse
of light that is reflected by an object and
the reflection is captured by a sensor.
A microcontroller can then calculate
the distance to the object based on the
elapsed time from the pulse emission
to the return capture.
The prototype includes four laser
diodes that are manufactured on a single
substrate and then electrically isolated in
the backend of the semiconductor manufacturing process. The technique ensures
that the four diodes are parallel and no
manual alignment is required. Osram
said the LIDAR devices can cover a 120˚
horizontal field and a 20˚ vertical field.
Moving to automotive headlamps,
Osram has several LED product families that can serve in the application.
The Oslon Black Flat product line has

in the so-called 3535 (3.5×3.5)-mm package. The XE Series LEDs are smaller in footprint relative to many high-power UV LEDs
on the market. Still, with typical radiometric power output of 6 mW, the LEDs can
enable consumer devices in the disinfection
and phototherapy areas.
The market potential for UV LEDs is huge
especially in the shorter wavelengths, as we first covered in an
article on a Strategies in Light presentation two years back (http://
bit.ly/1kXzh1e). Already UV LEDs
are being widely used in longer-wavelength UV-B and UV-A
bands for applications such as curing (http://bit.ly/1gKflPU). But the
UV-C band (100–280 nm) is the
spectrum where UV LEDs can revolutionize sterilization and disinfection, yet the industry has struggled

been the mainstream offering intended
to drive LED adoption in all cars as
opposed to in just high-end models, and
Osram announced the family originally
back in 2012 (http://bit.ly/2joJnNK). A
multi-emitter version of the Black Flat
family emerged in 2013, although at that
time there was no individual control of
the emitters (http://bit.ly/2iSgAme).

But the slimmer design was intended to
make headlamp systems more compact.
A little more than a year ago, Osram
demonstrated the first Black Flat S prototypes that enabled individual control of
the emitters and as many as five emitters
in parallel (http://bit.ly/1MCsdSq). The
granular control was intended to enable
adaptive headlamps, which perhaps lack
the full capability of a matrix system but
that still could implement low- and highbeam functionality in a single device.
MORE: http://bit.ly/2j9Ayq0

to deliver high output power and reliability
at such short wavelengths.
RayVio said the 310-nm LEDs, which are
in the UV-B band, can serve to treat skin
diseases. Presumably the UV light can fight
psoriasis, eczema, rickets, and jaundice,
although there are no exact product rollout plans in that phototherapy area.

LEDsmagazine.com
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Kyocera from page 9

phor approach
taken by Soraa in what it calls VP3 (violet-emission three phosphor). Soraa
described the benefits of a violet pump
and multiple phosphors in a feature article back before the VP3 brand was launched
(http://bit.ly/VFt9D2).
It does not appear that Kyocera has
used gallium-nitride substrates (GaN) substrates like Soraa does. Soraa has only used
the VP3 technology to build white packaged LEDs whereas Kyocera has said it will
build white and color LEDs and those are in
evidence in the Kyoto project. Like Soraa,
Kyocera also said the violet and three-phosphor mix can yield higher-quality white
light and CRI over 90. And Kyocera further
said the emission can mimic sunlight.

tates purchases of about $100 billion worth
of goods annually for members including
the country’s top hospitals such as the Mayo
Clinic, the Cleveland Clinic, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Johns Hopkins Hospital,
and UCLA Medical Center.
Those members can now obtain Lighting Science’s circadian lighting and standard LED products at reduced rates via
the Vizient terms, in a pact expected to be

MORE: http://bit.ly/2jLG1Eu

worth millions of dollars to West Warwick,
RI-based Lighting Science. The hospitals
and other members are free to buy lighting products from vendors outside of the
Vizient arrangement.
Circadian lighting helps people sleep,
think, heal, learn, and generally perform
better by tailoring light frequencies and
brightness to different situations and
environments. Many people regard it as
the next wave in the LED lighting industry, now that the energy savings benefit
of LEDs has become entrenched. It’s also

Pact puts circadian lighting on
the buying list for thousands
of US healthcare providers
A leading contract negotiator for US hospitals has signed a three-year agreement for
human centric and other LED lighting products from Lighting Science Group, a company with circadian lighting ties to NASA.
Irving, Texas-based Vizient Inc. facili-
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MORE: http://bit.ly/2jxFdpq

In the disinfection area, meanwhile,
RayVio is itself rolling out a product using
the 280-nm LEDs. The company has previously described the Ellie product that is a
self-contained and portable baby bottle sanitizer (p. 10). The company had launched a
social-funding campaign focused on putting
Ellie into mass production. The XE Series UV
LEDs in Ellie can kill germs on surfaces and
in air or water. RayVio says those LEDs could
also find usage in toothbrushes, humidifiers, and refrigerators.
With the XE Series announcement, RayVio
said it has delivered double the power output
of competing devices in the small form factor. That’s a tough claim to measure in that
most of its competitors have been focused on
larger LEDs. But RayVio says the advancements allow the smaller LEDs to serve in
more applications or allow product developers to use fewer LEDs in new products.

HEALTHCARE LIGHTING

12

The Kyoto building, meanwhile, features
a design that was guided by the concept of
“a veil of silky light” that is symbiotic with
Wacoal’s business centered on intimate
apparel for women. The LEDs are installed
in 72 windows on two sides of the building from the second through the seventh
floors. In total, 432 fittings are connected
to a dynamic control system. The typical
presentation begins with white, and transitions to Wacoal’s corporate color and at
other times to the colors of the East Asian
lunisolar calendar. Kyocera also installed
a 36-kW solar system on the roof of the
building, and that power system generates
enough energy to power the lighting for
three to four hours each day. ◀

LEDsmagazine.com
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known as human-centric lighting and biological lighting. Lighting Science brands
its line as HealthE.
LEDs are well suited to providing
human-centric lighting because they are
digital and thus they make it easier for
operators to tune their frequencies to different levels of blue-enriched and red-enriched light. Blue frequencies stir up a pigment called melanopsin in the retina which
in turn stokes the brain’s master clock,
helping to keep people alert. But blue at
night can have a double whammy, because
it also suppresses melatonin, a hormone
that’s conducive to sleep.
The LSG/Vizient deal is aimed at the
healthcare sector. Vizient has about 3100
members including many academic medical centers, community hospitals, pediatric
facilities, and others. Hospitals are beginning to adopt circadian lighting to try to
keep patients’ day/night patterns in balance, which in turn can assist the healing
process (http://bit.ly/2cL4Fnn).

“We think this Vizient relationship will
give us access to the partners in the network to show them our differentiated technology, our spectrum specific technology,”
Lighting Science executive vice president of business development Pete Rumsey told LEDs Magazine.
MORE: http://bit.ly/2k4Ri5U

SSL DESIGN

Future enhances Lighting System
Creator tool for SSL developers
Future Lighting Solutions has announced
an update to its Lighting System Creator
online SSL product development tool that is
free to registered users of the Future website on a global basis. The distributor has
moved beyond simply selling components
to serving as an engineering resource for
customers, and the LSC computer-aided-design tool allows developers working on SSL
products to quickly narrow light-source and
product-architecture options for specific

general-lighting applications. The updates
include new current and temperature settings that can be optimized for minimal
packaged LED count or other desired outcomes, along with other enhancements
related to light sources, drivers, and optics.
Future launched the LSC tool back in
2015. The idea behind the tool is quite

SPECIMEN

.............................................................................................................................................................................
The OL 770 Test and Measurement System is a high-speed, CCD-based spectroradiometer that
can be customized to any LED measurement application. Lightweight and portable, it provides
high-precision, fast and accurate research-grade measurements to meet demanding production
applications within your budget without compromising quality,
consistency, and precision. Paired with one of our integrating
spheres, the system can precisely measure
the power (total flux) in accordance
with CIE and NIST recommendations.

Sphere sizes range from 1” – 76”

ENABLING PHOTONIC TECHNOLOGIES

4632 36th Street, Orlando, FL 32811 USA
T: 407-422-3171 E: orlandosales@goochandhousego.com
www.GHinstruments.com
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World
leader in LED
measurement equipment
Whether scanning or array spectrometers,
imaging photometers or colorimeters –
our products and systems serve all key
applications in LED/SSL and display
measurement, spectroradiometry and
photometry.

simple, although the implementation is very robust. A user selects
a specific general lighting application. For example, the screenshot
on p. 14 shows a selection of indoor lighting with the specific application being a downlight. The tool can then use an algorithm that
processes application requirements relative to LED performance
data, and performance data for optical, thermal, and electronic
components, to deliver multiple possible design approaches to the
application at hand.
The latest updates to the LSC tool include the aforementioned ability to vary target operating temperature and driver current. Developers may choose to accept elevated driver current, which leads to
higher temperature and lower efficacy while enabling reduced LED
count. Or the developer could choose to go with even lower temperature and greater reliability and efficacy at the expense of more LEDs.
And of course the tool would help SSL developers find the correct
thermal elements or heat sinks for each configuration.
MORE: http://bit.ly/2jMedj7

Tristimulus light sensor simplifies tunablewhite LED luminaire developments
Austria-based ams AG has announced the AS7221 smart lighting
manager component that integrates a tristimulus sensor capable of
precise control of multi-string LED light engines in tunable luminaire developments. The component can also link to other sensors,
supports network connectivity, and includes three pulsewidth modulation (PWM) signal generators that drive LED strings in tunable
luminaire developments while also enabling smart lighting capabil-

y Leading test equipment for standard & highpower LEDs & OLEDs
y Proven solutions for production, R&D and
quality control applications
y Complies with all International and European
standards like CIE S025 or EN 13032-4
y Engineered and made in Germany

Opt for our expertise!

We bring quality to light.

Instrument Systems GmbH • Phone +49 89 45 49 43-58 • instrumentsystems.com
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ities for Internet of Things (IoT) applications.
The tristimulus sensors are the element of the light manager that
truly set the component apart. Indeed, the sensors are designed
based on the tristimulus or RGB color space in the CIE (International Commission on Illumination) 1931 publication, which remains
the basis of much of the color science that underlies lighting products. For more information on color science, see the exhaustive fourpart series of articles we published on the topic a few years back
(http://bit.ly/MqbtWY).
The sensor serves the purpose of feedback in a luminaire development, enabling fine tuning of the PWM outputs and precise color
output in multi-string, LED-based designs. For example, developers might use the sensor to ensure that a tunable-white lighting
product exactly matches the black body locus (BBL) on the CIE diaLEDsmagazine.com
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Efficient Lighting Solutions
Solving the Challenges
of High Power LED Designs
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Are Your LED Applications Challenged by
the Effects of Heat to Your System?
Vicor’s solutions offer power system efficiencies that often result in system cost savings or
improvements, while simplifying the design process and maintaining or improving high system reliability.

Heat from the power supply converter can cause LEDs to:

Dim

Discolor

Fail

CONVERTER
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CONVERTER

Vicor’s high efficiency converters generate less heat enabling LEDs to:

Have Longer
Operating Life

Get Better
Lumen Quality

Have Reliable
Output
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Avoid structural limitations, power delivery headaches and other obstacles in your high power
LED designs. Learn more on how Vicor can help you solve your LED high power challenges.

Start your LED system design now using
Vicor’s Power System Designer @
vicorpower.com/psd
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MORE: http://bit.ly/2jA0SwC

PACKAGED LEDS

Cree ramps efficacy 10% in 5-mm
XHP50 packaged LED family
Cree has announced a second generation
of LEDs in its Extreme High Power (XHP)
product portfolio with improvements both
in lumen output and efficacy. The XHP50.2
LEDs (also a new product labeling scheme
for Cree) measure 5×5 mm and include four
emitters in a discrete-style LED package.
The new LEDs feature a 7% boost in lumen

output relative to the original XHP50 products and a 10% efficacy improvement
that SSL product developers can leverage in multiple ways.
Cree targets the XHP50 packaged LED
line at demanding applications including
street lights and high-intensity spotlights
where lumen output is critical. The initial
products in the family were launched two
years back when Cree revealed the SC5 (Silicon Carbide 5) LED manufacturing platform (http://bit.ly/1Dp6yKl). At the original
launch, Cree said the SC5-based LEDs delivered double the light output of competitive
LEDS in the same form factor.
The LEDs are available in 6V and 12V
nominal forward-voltage configurations
and can be driven at a maximum of 3A and
1.5A, respectively. At maximum current,
lumen output is 2654. Cree said typical forward voltages are actually 11.2V and 5.6V
and that leads to maximum efficacy of 165
lm/W whereas the first-generation products
were in the 125–132-lm/W range.
MORE: http://bit.ly/2k1hsTg
LEDsmagazine.com
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SMART LIGHTING & IOT

Dumb mistakes open smart
lighting to hackers
At LuxLive in London this past November,
a security consultant who makes a living from hacking the IoT warned the lighting industry that if it’s not careful, its smart
LED lighting systems could be extremely
vulnerable to attack.
In an “ethical hacking” demonstration
to an overflow crowd, Ken Munro, founder
of Buckingham, England-based
Pen Test Partners, showed just
how effortless it can be for
ne’er-do-wells to gain access to
Wi-Fi passwords and other key
private information.
Hackers can often waltz into
IoT devices such as kettles, coffee makers — and possibly
lights — if the products’ manufacturers simply add communications chips into their products without really thinking
through the consequences.
“You can’t just bolt in a module and
expect it to deliver security,” said Munro.
“This is how many organizations are Internet-enabling their devices. They’re bolting in a Bluetooth, a GSM, or a Wi-Fi
module — a few dollars’ worth. What
could possibly go wrong?”
Hackers can easily figure out the code
of mobile apps that control devices, which
in turn can provide them with the device’s
IP address, Munro claimed. From there, all
hell can break loose.
“Please, if you’re going to IoT-enable one
of your devices, read the security guidelines, so you don’t inadvertently end up
making a lightbulb vulnerable to an Internet worm, like we saw [in November],” said
Munro, in an apparent reference to a set of
Philips smart lighting products that flashed
emergency signals after a drone-borne virus
attacked them in an office building via a ZigBee wireless link. Munro said wireless technologies such as ZigBee, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth can all be secured.
On stage, Munro broke into the code of an
Internet-connected electric kettle to easily
figure out its IP address. The kettle’s manufacturer had used an old and still common
communications protocol called Telnet,

which Munro said is not encrypted.
The same sort of havoc could ensue with
IoT LED lights, said Munro. He diplomatically declined to single out any manufacturers as good or bad examples. He said
the lighting industry’s main issue with IoT
security will be in how to allow users to initially couple their control device — say, a
phone — with a specific lamp, a set-up process known as pairing.
Rattling off general advice for manufacturers of any IoT device, he recommended

Source: Mark Halper.

gram. Or perhaps a developer might purposefully target white points below the
BBL based on the knowledge that some
people have expressed preference for such
whites (http://bit.ly/22NdRKy).

digitally signing firmware code, validating
the signing at boot time, and leaving sensitive information out of the code.
“With the Internet of Things, you’re putting your hardware in the hands of a hacker,”
Munro said. “In those lightbulbs, in those
things, in those controllers, you’re putting
your hardware and your firmware in the
hands of your consumer, in the hand of the
hacker. So if your firmware isn’t good, the
hacker will find out fast.”
“If I was going to choose an IoT device,
I’d probably go for a big name brand that’s
had some security issues in the past and has
fixed them,” Munro said. “So I actually quite
like Nest [the smart thermostat maker],
because they have the backing of Google, so
there’s a big reputation at stake if they get it
wrong. But also, they’ve had three or four big
security flaws, in the early versions of Nest,
and they’ve fixed them, which means they’re
taking it seriously.”
MORE: http://bit.ly/2j6gepi

Gooee teams with Chinese LED
lighting manufacturer Leedarson
to extend its IoT reach
Smart lighting startup Gooee has entered
a wide-ranging partnership with a leading
FEBRUARY 2017
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Chinese contract manufacturer of LED bulbs and luminaires in
a deal that could extend Gooee’s own reach as an OEM vendor of
chipsets and as a cloud computing provider.
The agreement with Xiamen-based Leedarson Lighting calls for
Leedarson to manufacture the Gooee engine, which is a set of chips
that lighting vendors embed in their lights and luminaires to connect them with the IoT. Leedarson could also use Gooee technology
for lighting customers that have not signed up directly with Gooee,
a Gooee spokesperson told LEDs Magazine. The two companies
already have some OEM and design customers in common. Leedarson’s customers reportedly include GE, Osram, Ikea, and others.
Gooee and Leedarson will now work together on “joint development of smart components ranging from sensors, integrated smart
driver electronics, smart lighting hubs, etc.,” the spokesperson from
St. Petersburg, FL-based Gooee said.
Under the new partnership, Leedarson could also integrate its
own customers’ products into the Gooee cloud data analysis system.
In the Gooee Full Stack IoT scheme, chip-equipped lights collect data
about factors such as lighting levels, room occupancy, motion, and
climate. That data goes to the cloud, where commercial users can
analyze it for insights into a host of things such as customer behavior, stock levels, facility optimization, and so forth.
The Gooee system can also serve as an indoor navigation system for customers in retail and other settings, and act as an intelligent light control system that turns levels on, off, up, and down in
an automatic or pre-programmed manner to help save energy and
facilitate user comfort.
“Gooee and Leedarson are each bringing their unique strengths to
this collaboration that will enable us to develop the quality components and products required for our designs,” said Gooee chief commercial officer Jan Kemeling. “Our partnership enables us to share
knowledge and expertise in both LED and IoT technology that will
lead to mutually advantageous opportunities and reach our end goal
to making commercial buildings and homes smarter, greener, and
more energy efficient.”
Gooee has signed OEM agreements with about 30 companies —
mostly luminaire makers — that plan to embed Gooee chips once
they become commercially available early next year. Among the 30
companies are Aurora, Feilo Sylvania, John Cullen, Gerard Lighting,
Architectural FX, Mosaic Eins, and Interlight. Aurora’s founder and
CEO, Andrew Johnson, is also Gooee’s founder and CEO.
MORE: http://bit.ly/2jzPXmK

LED & LIGHTING BUSINESS

Philips lands new buyer for Lumileds
after slashing asking price
A year after US national security regulators scuppered the sale of
Royal Philips’ Lumileds LED components and automotive lighting
group to Chinese investors, the Dutch company slashed the price
nearly in half and landed another buyer, this time in the US.
New York City-based private investment firm Apollo Global Management agreed to pay around $1.5B (billion) in cash plus other equity
for 80.1% of the company, said Philips, which retains a 19.9% stake. The
price is well below the $2.8B that China’s GO Scale Capital had agreed
LEDsmagazine.com
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to pay almost two years ago, in March 2015 (http://bit.ly/1PGMSa8).
That deal, also for 80.1% of Lumileds, unraveled in January 2016
after the Obama administration’s Committee on Foreign Investment
in the United States (CFIUS) nixed it, citing national security concerns (http://bit.ly/1KOvVOA). Lumileds is based in Amsterdam but
has significant manufacturing and development operations in San
Jose, CA, which explains CFIUS’ involvement.
The new LED business deal values Lumileds at around $2B, including debt. The earlier agreement with GO Scale valued the company at
$3.3B. Philips expects the sale to Apollo to wrap up in the first half
of 2017, “subject to customary closing conditions, including the relevant regulatory approvals.”
Meanwhile, CFIUS, which blocked the first sale of Lumileds,
had stopped another corporate acquisition in the LED industry
on national security grounds, intervening in the sale of German
LED manufacturing equipment maker Aixtron to China’s Fujian
Grand Chip Investment Fund LP. As we reported, former President Obama was expected to act on CFIUS’ advice to block the sale
(http://bit.ly/2jAdGDo). After that story appeared, Aixtron issued a
statement saying that Obama signed an order prohibiting the sale.
MORE: http://bit.ly/2j6E87a

Osram acquires large minority stake in
outdoor smart lighting specialist Tvilight
German lighting giant Osram has reached into the backyard of
Dutch rival Philips to strengthen its smart cities capabilities, acquiring a large minority stake in Holland’s Tvilight, a specialist in intelligent street light controls. Osram said it is picking up 47.5% of
Amsterdam-based Tvilight, with a particular interest in Tvilight’s
sensor technology (shown) and smart
light management software.
“To extend our portfolio of lighting solutions for cities and to provide superior value to our customers,
Osram equips its outdoor luminaires
with additional intelligence,” said
Eladia Pulido, head of Osram Lighting Solutions. “Tvilight’s software
solutions are the optimum extension
for our luminaires.”
She noted that lighting networks
can help provide the backbone for
smart city infrastructure, supporting
operations such as traffic management and monitoring air quality.
Osram declined to say how much it is paying for the stake, which
should help strengthen its push beyond illumination and into the IoT.
“Together with Osram, we will continue to deliver IoT-ready, connected intelligent lighting solutions on a global scale, transforming
urban infrastructure, enabling smart city applications, and improving lives of the citizens,” said Chintan Shah. CEO of Tvilight. Shah
founded the company in 2012.
The company has smart lighting installations at Amsterdam’s
Schiphol airport and with Dutch Railways, as well as in about
30 Dutch towns and cities including Rotterdam and The Hague
(http://bit.ly/2iSsxII). Outside of the Netherlands it also has smart
LEDsmagazine.com
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lighting deployments in Seoul, and in the
German cities of Berlin, Düren, Köln, and
Münster, among other locations.
MORE: http://bit.ly/2k51NGC

Silvair reports new funding for
Bluetooth-based smart lighting
Silvair has announced that it received $12
million in Series A venture funding to commercialize its smart SSL platform, resources
that will enable the company to continue
development and extend marketing support of its Bluetooth-based lighting. The
company has been among the pioneers in
developing a mesh-based extension to the
Bluetooth wireless network and adapting
the technology for smart lighting. Indeed,
the company contributed a feature article on the mesh development in the past
year (http://bit.ly/1XrFgiG). Trigon TFI,
Digital Garage, CyberAgent Ventures, New
Europe Ventures, and several of the company’s original angel investors participated in
the A-round funding.
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“Our team has made an enormous effort
over the recent years, developing truly innovative smart lighting solutions and driving
development of the Bluetooth Mesh standard,” said Rafal Han, CEO of Silvair. “This
is what allowed us to earn the trust of a stable and visionary investor, which will now
help us take things to another level. Completion of the Series A round opens a new chapter for Silvair and motivates us to keep working even harder. We are fully aware of the
challenges that still lie ahead of us, but we
are ready to tackle them, financially secure
and technologically ahead of our time.”

Leedarson joins ZigBee Alliance
The ZigBee Alliance announced that
Leedarson has joined the organization at
the Promoter Level and has accepted a seat
on the board of directors. The China-based
company is focused on LED lighting products, network security, intelligent lighting
controls, and sensing technology.
“This is a crucial time as the relevant

wireless standards emerge as vital to proliferation of the IoT market, and organizations behind them like the ZigBee Alliance
wisely move to consolidate in a strategic
direction for the good of the IoT experience and end users,” said Kellen Yang, sales
director from Leedarson. “Our organization
is eager to help advance ZigBee standards as
the open global choice in green, connected
lighting technology. We look forward to continuing to champion [ZigBee] 3.0 as the most
important common language between intelligent devices, as lighting is a springboard
for this important movement.”
MORE: http://bit.ly/2j9GSxP

Cisco PoE LED lighting partner
signs US distributor
In another inroad for Internet-connected
and controlled lighting, US computer and
communications systems integrator CEC
said it is now offering LED-based Power
over Ethernet (PoE) lighting. The Hiawatha,
IA-based company, which has offices
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across Iowa and Wisconsin, is providing
PoE gear from Roland, IA-based Innovative
Lighting, in an IoT move.
PoE lighting makes use of Ethernet
cables to furnish LED luminaires with electricity as well as with data, which is Ethernet’s mainstay use (http://bit.ly/1RRSkwT).
The cables can handle the low voltages
required by LEDs — which are low energy
— and thus, say PoE supporters, can eliminate the need for certified electrical
work in new buildings.
CEC integrates communications and
computer systems, including fire and security, audiovisual, and voice over IP (VoIP).
It is now weaving Innovative’s Genisys PoE
lighting into the mix.
Innovative is part of the digital ceiling
PoE initiative run by networking giant Cisco,
which includes about 23 companies, mostly
lighting vendors (http://bit.ly/2jMbxC8).
MORE: http://bit.ly/2joxebB

Innovative Lighting
names new CEO
In other news involving Innovative
Lighting, founder and chief executive Jerry
Handsaker has handed the company’s dayto-day reins to the former head of one of
the largest window and door manufacturers in the US, Pella Corp. Patrick Meyer
took over as chief executive and president
of Innovative roughly a year after he left
privately-held Pella, where for the last six

of his 25 years there he was chief executive.
Handsaker now serves as the company’s executive chairman and will continue to be involved in emerging technologies such as the company’s Genisys line of
PoE lighting products. Handsaker is relinquishing management duties in order to
spend more time with his family, an Innovative spokesperson said.
“Meyer’s experience in guiding companies through periods of growth will be an
asset as we continue to build off our successes through our brands such as Genisys,”
the Innovative spokesperson said. “Meyer is
focused on utilizing his knowledge of green
technology and advanced manufacturing
practices to emphasize Innovating Lighting’s energy saving products.”
“Lighting has a significant impact on
commercial buildings,” new CEO Meyer
said. “The Genisys system has the function and form to control lights and save
energy, while creating an environment that
allows the user to tailor their experience and
optimizing comfort.”
MORE: http://bit.ly/2jA2BlB

Cree and Feit Electric crosslicense technology
Cree has announced that it has entered
into an agreement with Feit Electric settling intellectual property (IP) suits
and International Trade Commission
(ITC) action that has f lowed in both

directions going back to 2015.
The settlement between Cree and Feit is
largely confidential, although it appears
that Cree gained the upper hand. Cree first
brought suit against Feit in January 2015,
alleging that Feit was selling lamps with
LEDs that violated Cree patents (http://
bit.ly/2k9SbqX). Cree also sued Unity Opto
Technology, which presumably supplied
the infringing LEDs. Cree had also asked
the ITC to stop Feit from importing certain
LED lamps that used infringing products
and carried inaccurate marketing claims.
Feit subsequently countersued Cree,
claiming the so-called filament-panel
technology in Cree 4Flow lamps infringed
Feit patents (http://bit.ly/2jiId8e). Back in
August 2016, Cree had received a favorable
preliminary ITC ruling, although Feit said it
believed that the preliminary finding would
be overturned (http://bit.ly/2jRG18v).
Now the parties have agreed to a cross-licensing agreement and settlement of the
ITC action. Cree said Feit would pay Cree a
license fee and unspecified royalties for the
use of Cree IP, and that Cree would get access
to the Feit filament-panel technology.
Chuck Swoboda, chairman and CEO of
Cree, said, “This settlement and license
agreement recognizes the value of our pioneering technology and ensures we are properly compensated while protecting consumers and Cree shareholders.”
MORE: http://bit.ly/2jpUuVQ
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Light is freedom
OSLON® Square for outdoor lighting
applications
The most compact high-power LED with well-known superior robustness, high reliability,
long lifetime and very low thermal resistance. The OSLON® Square family is designed
for professional outdoor and indoor lighting, based on different color rendering. The
key parameters are binned at high temperature which is closer to the real application
conditions of our customers.

Light is OSRAM
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Matrix LED Dimmer
Up to 60V

LT3965

LED Driver

I 2C

Matrix
Dimmer

Any Brightness, Any Pattern with I2C Control
The LT®3965 is an eight channel LED bypass switching device with I 2 C serial interface, designed for dimming individual
LEDs in a string using a common LED driver current source. Each of the eight channels can be independently programmed
to bypass the LED string in constant on or off, or PWM dimming with or without fade transition. The LT3965 uses eight
individually controlled floating source N-channel 17V/500mA MOSFET switches, enabling it to drive one to four LEDs
per channel. Up to 16 LT3965s can be used on the same bus for larger LED arrays.

Info & Free Samples

Features
• 256:1 PWM Dimming

www.linear.com/product/LT3965

• Independent Brightness per Switch

1-800-4-LINEAR

• I 2 C Serial Communication
• 1-4 LEDs per Switch
• Synchronized Flicker-Free Dimming
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funding
programs

USDA utilizes LumiGrow
LED luminaires
for horticultural
research on corn
LumiGrow has announced that the US
Department of Agriculture (USDA) is
using the company’s LED luminaires in
a horticultural lighting research proj-

Zhaga approves Books 14
and 16 for LED light engines,
appoints test labs
The Zhaga Consortium has announced that two new books defining LED light engines (LLEs)
have been approved for use by consortium members in solid-state lighting (SSL) luminaires.
The new Book 14 defines flat rectangular LLEs for linear fixtures while Book 16 defines
flat circular LEDs for round ceiling fixtures. Meanwhile, the consortium also announced
that test labs Dekra, Intertek, and VDE have been approved to test Book 14 LLE designs to
ensure interoperability with luminaires designed to the specification and interchangeability between LLEs from different vendors.
Zhaga is an SSL industry organization chartered with developing standards for LLEs
and associated technologies that can help luminaire makers simplify their supply chain
and reduce production costs through a modular approach to luminaire design (http://
bit.ly/1cv3aCX). The organization has developed more than ten specifications that are
promulgated in what the consortium calls Books, supporting a wide variety of different
indoor and outdoor applications. Moreover, the Books define LLEs both with and without integrated driver electronics or what the consortium calls electronic control gear, and also both
socketable LLEs or those that require tools
for attachment.
The Book 14 specification for linear products includes options for three different categories or lengths of LLEs — 565, 1166, and
1466 mm. The concept for Book 14 luminaires
is not dissimilar to the ubiquitous fluorescent linear
troffer. The specification defines a socketable design that means the LLE can be installed or
removed from the luminaire without a tool. The Book 14 LLEs will not be circular like fluorescent tubes but will nonetheless install much like tubes.
Book 14 also specifies that the LLE have an integrated driver. That element is different
from a fluorescent tube in that the luminaire typically houses the ballast in the traditional
troffer example. Book 14 does not define characteristics such as optical beam pattern, but
LLE manufacturers are required to disclose such characteristics in detail.
The Book 16 specification is very similar in generic characteristics to Book 14. Again, the
LLE is required to have an integrated driver, meaning that the LLE is connected directly to
AC or mains power. The specification is intended for use in low-profile, low-glare circular
luminaires in what Zhaga terms “low-luminance” applications.
There are a greater number of categories in Book 16 relative to Book 14, meaning more
flexibility in luminaire size or, in this case, diameter. The choices include 130, 180, 250, 350,
and 500 mm. The specification also strictly defines mounting holes. But Book 16 will require
tools for installation or removal of the LLE unlike in Book 14.
» page 27
LEDsmagazine.com
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ect that is focused on corn or maize and
other crops such as soybeans. The USDA
Agricultural Research Service (USDAARS) is testing spectral control strategies enabled by SSL to speed plant flowering and to impact other plant-growth
characteristics.
Research on improving hybrid corn
yield has previously been accomplished
in greenhouses using high-pressure
sodium (HPS) lighting. But LED-based
lighting offers numerous advantages
including the aforementioned potential
of customizing the spectral power distribution (SPD) of the light. The heat generated by HPS lights was known to cause
pollen to mature too soon in plants such
as corn that are tall and therefore closer
to the light source. LED fixtures, meanwhile, can be located near the canopy of
the plants without a heat problem.
Still, it’s the spectral control that’s
perhaps the most exciting aspect of SSL
for horticulture. As we covered in a prior
feature article, LEDs can both optimize
the photosynthesis process and impact
plant flowering and shape (http://bit.ly/
2jhL8wo). And as we wrote recently, scientists are still working to understand
and optimize light recipes that apparently are best applied if customized for
each type of plant (http://bit.ly/2iv37SL).
The USDA has already enjoyed some
success in its work with LEDs. “PrelimFEBRUARY 2017
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SSL Annex publishes performance
recommendations for LEDbased lighting applications
The IEA (International Energy Agency) 4E SSL Annex has issued
seven new documents establishing performance guidelines for LEDbased SSL products in specific applications. The agency that has
backing from major countries around the globe hopes to harmonize
performance requirements across regions, although for now market-transformation or regulatory programs within countries will
not be compelled to acknowledge the recommended guidelines. Still,
the new SSL performance documents covering areas from omnidirectional A-lamps to street lights represent the thinking of some of
the top experts in the LED lighting sector.
The SSL Annex is an organization that was formed to advise member countries on quality- or performance-assurance programs for
SSL, and operates under the IEA Energy Efficient End-use Equipment
(4E) Agreement initiative. Key members of the SSL Annex include
the US, the United Kingdom, Korea, Sweden, France, Australia, the
Netherlands, China, Japan, Denmark, and more. The SSL Annex has
no authority to influence programs such as Energy Star in the US or
similar programs elsewhere, but hopes to establish guidelines that
can unify such programs globally.
Back in 2011, the SSL Annex first publicly promoted the concept of application-specific guidelines (http://bit.ly/1wuLNvM). At
that time, the organization was focused only on four applications,
although has since expanded its scope. But the concept remains
true to the original work. The SSL Annex will focus on performance
tiers with varying requirements that range from baseline SSL products that can save energy and perform functionally in the intended
application to premium tier performance that maximizes energy
savings and light quality.
“The performance tiers are one important activity that we carry
USDA from page 25

inary results from tests run at the USDA are already showing
that under blue light treatments, plants are flowering 3 days
earlier,” said Jake Holley, LumiGrow plant scientist. “Under red
light treatments they’ve seen thicker stalks and more vegetative
growth. It’s exciting to hear about successful implementation of
spectral control strategies in such a profound research setting.”
Holley said the LumiGrow fixtures allow the researchers to
stage light treatments across a plant growth cycle. The USDA
is using LumiGrow Pro 650 fixtures. And the research will ultimately be shared with commercial growers looking to boost
crop production.
For more information on horticultural lighting, visit our
microsite focused on the burgeoning application for SSL (leds
magazine.com/horticulture). Moreover, last fall we hosted a
webcast on horticultural lighting and designing luminaires
for the application (http://bit.ly/2j1YhZt). Also plan to attend
one of our upcoming Horticultural Lighting Conferences
(horticulturelightingconference.com). ◀
LEDsmagazine.com
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out in the IEA 4E SSL Annex,” said Peter Bennich, chairman of the
SSL Annex government management committee. “In the Annex, we
focus on issues and topics that regularly are of concern for governments, and provide data and guidance to help policy makers make
informed choices.”
The newly-published guidelines focus on non-directional lamps,
directional lamps, downlight luminaires, linear LED lamps meant
to replace fluorescent tubes, outdoor lighting including street lighting, high/low-bay LED luminaires, and planar luminaires. You can
peruse the performance guidelines for each application on the SSL
Annex website (http://bit.ly/2j6kMMF).
Depending on how you view the organization’s work, the scheme
of using performance tiers may be a clever tool to enable adoption by
different governments around the globe, or an inherent weakness in
the recommendations. For example, consider non-directional lamps.
Tier 1 products would only need to meet efficacy of 65 lm/W while
Tier 3 products would be held to a much higher performance milestone at 125 lm/W.
The SSL Annex said the Tier 3 requirements are meant to be used
by higher-end market transformation programs such as Energy Star
in the US. The lower tier programs might be used by governments in
less-developed countries where affordable lamps, and indeed basic
electric lighting, are vital to economic development.
The guidelines are robust in scope. The recommendations
cover product life in terms of lumen maintenance and early failures, color rendering and color maintenance, dimmer compatibility, and safety issues such as flicker. Indeed, the work could save a
government considerable effort in drafting its own regulatory policy. Still, we will wait to judge the impact of the SSL Annex work.
The organization has several other programs ongoing. In other
recent SSL Annex activity, the organization issued a report that
focused on the energy used for standby power in smart LED lamps
(http://bit.ly/2f1ySQw). In some cases, the standby power usage
can erase the savings afforded by energy-efficient SSL technology,
although some products perform very well in regard to standby
energy usage.
The organization has also weighed in on the subject of LEDs and
human health (http://bit.ly/2eiaKoH). The work has included specific efforts focused on glare, flicker, and non-visual impact on circadian rhythm.
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Zhaga from page 25

For now, the new Books are only available for download and use
by Zhaga members. But the organization typically transitions the
Books into the open domain with maturity and once Zhaga members announce products and the initial interoperability testing is
complete. It was back in 2012 that Zhaga first made a Book publicly
accessible (http://bit.ly/16unBAQ).
Clearly the testing of Book 14 products will ensue shortly with
appointments of the test labs. The test labs provide third-party
validation that products meet all electrical, thermal, optical, and
mechanical elements of a Book. Approved products go in the Zhaga
Certified Products Database and are easily located on the organization’s website.
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In keeping with offering cutting-edge products,
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bringing their acrylic-based light management
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regulations | EFFICIENCY & COLOR

Efficiency regulations
should balance color
fidelity with luminous efficacy
Researchers KONSTANTINOS PAPAMICHAEL , MICHAEL SIMINOVITCH, JENNIFER A. VEITCH, and
LORNE WHITEHEAD argue that CRI is the proper metric for use today as a complement to efficacy in
SSL regulatory policy.

T

he four undersigned scientists damental metrics. Regulations ought to be argue that by using a suitable universal lumen
write with deep concern regard- based on consensus-based metrics that have criterion, any light source, even high-pressure
ing the November 2016 article by undergone a thorough examination and analy- sodium [HPS], could be accepted regardless of
our respected colleagues, Mark Rea and sis by international experts, and that have been its CRI [Ra] value).
Jean Paul Freyssinier, entitled “CRI should accepted by the relevant international body. In
The basis for the seeming contradiction
never be used in efficacy regulathe case of the lumen, that is the seems to be the authors’ rejection of the CRI
tions but a new lumen definition
Bureau Internationale de Poids et as an effective or useful metric. Most scienshould” (http://bit.ly/2gyozEC).
Mesures (bipm.org). There may tists today agree that the accuracy of the CRI
We share their interest in having
come a day when the universal as a measure of color fidelity is in need of
a suitable regulatory system for
lumen has achieved that status, modest improvement, and, separately, that
new lighting products, including
but until then it would be prema- there is a need for one or more additional
LED-based products, to ensure
ture for regulators to base their metrics to fully characterize the color renthat energy efficiency and human
requirements on it. We believe that dering characteristics of light sources. This is
value in lighting are suitably balif the opinions offered by Rea and why both the Illuminating Engineering Socianced. We also believe that regu- Konstantinos
Freyssinier were to be presented ety (IES) and the International Commission
lations should rest on a firm scien- Papamichael
for scrutiny in a science consensus on Illumination (CIE) are working on a more
tific foundation and will explain
process they would be rejected, accurate metric for color fidelity and also
our concerns here regarding the article by Rea but the relevant point here is that
on important perception issues
and Freyssinier.
the place for this debate is first,
beyond color fidelity.
We work at three different research in the peer-reviewed literature,
Regulators are well aware that
organizations and we come from different and second, in the committees
available metrics often improve
research backgrounds. Our long experience where standardization decisions
over time. Nonetheless, at any
in illumination and vision research qualifies are undertaken.
given time, regulations must
us to provide an expert opinion and we feel
be based on what is available.
a professional obligation to do so. Our con- Color fidelity
Therefore, when a regulator today
cerns are (1) that the Rea/Freyssinier arti- As concerns the scientific argudecides to address color fidelity, it
cle is misleading with regard to the adop- ment put forward by the authors, Michael
uses the CRI metric because it is
tion of metrics in regulation, and (2) that its we are puzzled by inconsisten- Siminovitch
the currently accepted means to
key conclusions about these metrics are sci- cies and find the argument illogquantify this important dimenentifically incorrect.
ical. Rea and Freyssinier seem to argue both sion of light source performance. Until there
The authors of the aforementioned article that color fidelity is important to light source is international agreement on improvements,
present their case as though regulators have quality (this is the premise with which the the CRI metric is the appropriate way for regthe responsibility or authority to define fun- article opens) and is not important (they ulators to specify color fidelity requirements.
KONSTANTINOS PAPAMICHAEL and MICHAEL SIMINOVITCH represent the University of

Human preference

California at Davis and the California Lighting Technology Center; JENNIFER A. VEITCH, the
National Research Council of Canada; and LORNE WHITEHEAD, the University of British
Columbia.

We also find it puzzling that the authors
have tried to support their argument by citing observations of participants’ preference
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judgments about object
new definition of the lumen based on Rea’s
color appearances under
universal lumen concept, arguing that it
various light sources.
would avoid the need for a separate indicaThese preference judgtor of color fidelity. This position also puzments are not approprizles us, because it obviously does not ensure
ate data for light source
that all products will deliver a suitable level
regulations, in part
of color fidelity. That the universal lumen is
because the preferences
a poor indicator of color fidelity is evident
are not a function of Lorne Whitehead
from the table in the article, in which the
the light sources alone.
light sources with both the best and the
What is reported in these experiments is a worst CRI value have the same value of U(λ).
preference for object color appearance based If color fidelity is an important quality considon the interaction between the light source eration for light sources, then the metric used
and the illuminated objects. This is seen in light source regulations ought to differenclearly in Fig. 1 of the article, where the
tiate between light sources in
light sources rank differently for genterms of color fidelity.
eral and skin tone preferences.
We see no alternative to
Other scientific literature also
using multiple metrics to
shows that these preferences difdescribe light source perfer for different contexts, and that
formance, because differthere are wide individual different desirable characterisences among people. This topic is
tics compete against one
a popular one among lighting and
other — that is, they canvision researchers today. As our Jennifer Veitch
not be simultaneously maxunderstanding of these preferences
imized. Instead, for any speimproves, we can expect that context-spe- cific use, we can at best seek optimization
cific lighting recommendations might evolve of value per watt based upon the thoughtto support achieving preferred color appear- ful relative prioritization of factors includances using specialized light source spectra. ing (but not limited to) luminous efficacy,
Nonetheless, this information is likely to chromaticity, and color fidelity. We look forremain unsuitable as a basis for general light ward to working with the authors and other
source product-performance regulations.
international experts in light and lighting to
further the development of suitable consenLumen definition
sus-based, scientifically grounded metrics
The authors also argue that regulators seek- upon which regulators can base impartial
ing to ensure that efficiency regulations also rules to the betterment of society, the enviprovide minimum light quality ought to use a ronment, and trade.
Commentary from the editors of LEDs Magazine
This is one of several recent articles that we have published on the topic of regulatory
policy that guides the adoption of LED-based lighting and industry standards for metrics that are referenced in regulations. This contribution was prompted by an article
in our November/December issue (http://bit.ly/2gyozEC). Readers may also find some
of the other recent content compelling to review and maybe it is needed to fully appreciate the views expressed in this article.
Indeed, three of the authors previously contributed an article supporting the regulatory policy developed by the California Energy Commission (CEC) that essentially
requires 90-CRI performance in consumer lighting products (http://bit.ly/2dub325). The
CEC action has been controversial of late and we at LEDs Magazine have questioned the
theory behind the regulations (http://bit.ly/1q5q6Dw). We first detailed the new regulatory requirements back in February 2016 (http://bit.ly/1SZPUdj).
Surely the debate will continue. There are qualified scientists on both sides of the issue.
But we’ll maintain our stance that consumer choice should take the place of a requisite
color fidelity regulation.
LEDsmagazine.com
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interview | PACKAGED LEDS

Seoul Semiconductor taps Mark McClear
to lead North American LED business
MAURY WRIGHT

discusses the packaged LED business and the operations of Seoul Semiconductor
with newly appointed North American Seoul vice president MARK MCCLEAR.

F

or years Mark McClear was one of the
most visible, articulate, and impactful executives in the power LED and
solid-state lighting (SSL) sectors while
holding numerous positions at LED maker
Cree. In the fall of 2015, McClear left Cree
for an opportunity outside the LED sector
but recently returned to the LED and SSL
area as vice president of North America for
Seoul Semiconductor (SSC). McClear will
without question make an impact and we’d
expect him to be front and center at industry
events in the coming months, so we took this
opportunity to ask about his duties at Seoul,
how he sees the state of the LED industry,
what led him to Seoul, and his near-term
plans in his new position.
LEDs Magazine: Welcome back to the
LED and solid-state lighting market sectors, Mark. How about starting off here by
telling us what your position at Seoul Semiconductor entails? And do I understand correctly that you had been quietly on the job
for a month or more before the news of your
position broke back in December?
Mark McClear: I have been asked to
lead the Seoul Semiconductor visible LED
components business for North America.
The position includes lighting and automotive applications.
LEDs: When you left Cree, we found it
interesting that you went to yet another
application area where semiconductor technology was being used in maybe an unexpected way to disrupt a traditional market. Sounds a lot like LEDs and lighting,
although perhaps at an earlier stage in the
disruption. Tell us a little about your experience while away from the sector and maybe
what you learned from the experience that
can be applied at this stage in the LED and
SSL sectors.
LEDsmagazine.com
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McClear: Businesses can change direc- applications are less than 20% penetrated
tions quickly these days and startup com- — there are a lot of sockets out there in the
panies must be able to change even more process of being converted to LED. Pricing
quickly. The company I was working for continues to come down and that is going to
made a strategic change in their manufac- put continued pressure on the LED compoturing profile, which, in turn,
nent suppliers who do not have
caused us to change our organinative LED chip manufacturing
zation. My position and a numcapabilities, have not planned
ber of others were eliminated
ahead for low-cost packaging
in the process. I’m still a big fan
capacity, or ones who may have
of the company and technology
relied on government subsidies
and expect to see them in the
for profitability in the past. All
market with solid-state refrigof these factors point toward
eration in 2017.
consolidation and instability
LEDs: Having been away
in the LED supply chain over
from LEDs for a little more than Mark McClear
the medium term.
a year, was there anything that
LEDs: What led you to the
surprised you coming back into this market? position at Seoul Semiconductor? Was it
Had technology advanced more rapidly or the Seoul technology portfolio or their marmore slowly that you might have expected? ket position?
McClear: There have definitely been
McClear: Seoul has three key strengths
changes in the sophistication and level of that made this an attractive move for me:
integration in lighting controls, and I am great manufacturing position, innovative
finally hearing what I consider to be some products and technology, and a clear busiconcrete, workable Internet of Things (IoT) ness vision and stability.
solutions. At the component level, it’s clear
Our new manufacturing plant in Vietthat mid-power LEDs have continued to nam gives us world-class manufacturerode even more deeply into the high-power ing cost and capacity. New product and
LED market. And customers are driving technology platforms in chip-scale LEDs,
towards trading off lower cost for “good multi-junction LED chips, Acrich Gen 4,
enough” reliability for some consumer appli- and custom LED modules will make a huge
cations such as replacement lamps.
impact in 2017. And, importantly, Seoul
LEDs: What about your view of the LED Semiconductor is committed to making
and lighting businesses from a high level? our lighting and automotive customers
We still have issues like price erosion in successful while not competing with them.
components, although that pressure may be Tied together, SSC has great products and
slightly less impactful than when you left. technology aimed at making our customBut we presume that you see great oppor- ers successful, and there is no doubt around
tunity in LEDs and lighting going forward.
the ownership, commitment, or strategic
McClear: Yes, definitely. We see that direction of the company.
most of the research and development in the
LEDs: Tell us more about the Seoul Semilighting area has shifted to LED yet many conductor LED technology platform. What
FEBRUARY 2017
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are its strengths, and maybe its weaknesses?
McClear: One that I am really excited
about is a high-power chip-scale package
(CSP) LED product called WICOP (waferlevel integrated chip on PCB). WICOP delivers up to 10% more light versus a comparable 3535, is up to 20% less expensive, and can
replace traditional high-powered 3535-class
LEDs in applications like outdoor, torch,
high bay, and sports lighting — anywhere a
total internal reflection (TIR) optic is used
with a 3535. WICOP is also great for making very densely packed arrays that would
be impossible for other package technologies. We’ve also done considerable work getting the LM-80 data all together, more than
9000 hours so far, and getting the pick-andplace manufacturing recipes down to enable
our customers to realize these advantages
quickly. We expect to see a number of breakthrough applications enabled by WICOP at
LightFair this year.
LEDs: Relative to accomplishing your
goals in assuming this executive position at

Seoul, what do you see as the biggest technical and market challenges going forward?
McClear: The biggest challenge that I
expect to work on is brand. Seoul Semiconductor is one of the biggest, best led, most
stable, and innovative LED companies in the
world but we don’t talk about it too much. As
mentioned above, we’ve got a great technology, manufacturing, and stability story to
tell. And as the market begins to listen to it, I
expect it will help with recruiting and to help
turn the business in North America around.
LEDs: Over the course of the past few
years, Seoul Semiconductor has probably been best known for two things: the
Acrich-branded AC-LED technology that has
included high-voltage multi-junction LEDs,
AC driver ICs, and modular light engines;
and the WICOP technology that you mentioned. We also know that Seoul has a broad
line of high-power LEDs that maybe haven’t
been publicized as much. How do you rank
the importance of these elements, and what
might we have missed?

ECLIPSE LIGHTING INC.

9245 W. IVANHOE ST.
SCHILLER PARK, IL 60176
WEB: WWW.ECLIPSELIGHTINGINC.COM
EMAIL: QUOTES@ECLIPSELIGHTINGINC.COM
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McClear: Seoul Semiconductor is the
only LED supplier who has both a reliable
high-power LED chip platform and a chipscale LED for lighting. Some have CSPlike packages for automotive headlamps.
This marriage of LED chip technology
with low-cost packaging — called WICOP
— is one of our strongest new offerings.
The MJT (multi-junction technology) LED
chips allow Seoul to provide high-voltage
mid-power packages with a single monolithic chip. While this is transparent to the
end user, the MJT affords Seoul important
advantages in manufacturing and gives
us a long-term cost advantage. One additional area we are getting increased traction is custom LED modules. This is again
the marriage of a great portfolio of midand high-power LED components with our
low-cost manufacturing capabilities and
AC-LED capabilities, and provides customers important advantages in supply chain
flexibility and outsourcing.
LEDs: How important is AC-LED technology to the future of Seoul Semiconductor?
McClear: AC-LED fills an important
niche in the lighting market and Seoul Semiconductor will continue to lead in this area.
We’ve innovated through four generations
of Acrich technology so far, continuing to
refine and add features like dimming, surge
protection, RF noise suppression, reduced
cost, etc. with each generation. We are
expecting our Gen 4 Acrich in 2017, where
we will address visible flicker also.
LEDs: Will you be involved in parts of
Seoul’s business outside of the power LED
sector and associated markets such as general lighting, backlighting, auto, and such?
For example, will you have direct involvement in UV-LED developments?
McClear: The UV and backlighting businesses are a separate responsibility; I will
not have any part in those business unit
operations. As mentioned above, automotive is included.
LEDs: Thanks, Mark, for doing this
interview. We know you were only away
from our industry for a little over a year.
But we sure missed the passion and thinking you brought to the industry. We look
forward to seeing you again become a top
industry voice now representing Seoul
Semiconductor.
LEDsmagazine.com
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standards | AUTOMOTIVE HEADLAMPS

SAE adds new standards for
LED-based automotive lighting
LEDs continue to make functional and styling impact in automotive lighting, and JIANZHONG JIAO
details the steps being taken by standards organizations to ensure safety, reliability, and endcustomer satisfaction.

T

he use of LEDs for automotive lighting
exterior applications was introduced
in the early 1990s. In the last two
decades, major efforts in technology development for automotive lighting have been
centered on adopting LEDs and laser diodes
(LD), and on increasing the benefits of using
these light sources. The SAE International
Lighting Standard Committee is a standardization body which has been actively developing the standards that reflect industry best
practices. Recently, SAE published the standard J3069 for adaptive drive beam (ADB)
headlamps, where LED and LD sources are
used and the beam is dynamically controlled.
Indeed, ADB implies active control of headlamp beam patterns, whereby portions of a
beam can be dimmed or removed based on
inputs from the vehicle and/or its surroundings. Such headlamps came to the fore in 2013
when Audi announced the Matrix LED headlamps on European versions of the A8 sedan
(http://bit.ly/1qtZK7k). ADB technology has
been slowed in North America by the lack of
standards and the requirement for low- and
high-beam lights (http://bit.ly/1xpXhyV). The
SAE standard, however, paves the way forward for broader ADB usage.

Driver and passenger benefits
The current ADB functions are achieved
with electronics that control the operations

of LEDs or LDs. ADB is also coupled with
advances in technologies used for lane
departure warning, automatic high beam
activation, and other functions, i.e., the identification and location of other road users at
night and actively limiting potential glare
for those road users. This technology can
provide a nighttime forward illumination
beam with benefits similar to a high beam
for a driver, without the associated glare
typical of a high beam experienced by other
motorists, because portions of the beam are
adapted, such that what would be high beam
glare is perceived as low beam output.
As alluded to above, ADB has the potential
to greatly enhance a driver’s ability to see
at night while protecting other vehicle road
users from glare. It is also expected that the
ADB system will reduce any glare-producing
light to the opposing and preceding vehicles
based on the location of the headlamps and
taillamps, which also provides benefit to any
passengers in the vehicle.

The SAE Recommended Practice
SAE J3069 is an SAE Recommended Practice,
which provides test procedures, performance requirements, and design guidelines
for ADB systems. The requirements of J3069
intend to restrict the ADB pattern to values of glare perceived by opposing and preceding vehicles to similar glare values from

DR. JIANZHONG JIAO, an internationally recognized lighting expert, is an independent consultant

for LEDs and lighting technologies. He has been actively involved in LED and LED lighting standard
development activities, technical conferences, and industry consortia. Currently
he serves on the IESNA Testing Procedures, Roadway Lighting, Computer, and
Light Source Committees. He is also vice chair of the ANSI SSL Light Source
Working Groups, and at present works with many other technical organizations,
groups, and symposia, in addition to being a member of the Technical Panel of
Strategies in Light. He can be reached at j_ jiao@hotmail.com.
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the low beam mounted on the same vehicle. Since glare levels from low beams have
been defined by SAE J1383 and federal regulation FMVSS108, the goal of SAE J3069
is not to exceed these values with an ADB
equipped vehicle — thus helping the industry to quickly adopt the technology.
Different from other automotive lighting
standards, in which the lighting product’s
performance characteristics are tested and
verified in the laboratory environment, SAE
J3069 allows for testing lighting functions
based on their performance on the road, i.e., a
track test. The track test is conducted using a
stationary fixture, representing the preceding
or opposing vehicle and the ADB test vehicle
driving against this fixture. This test setup
was considered worst case since some on-vehicle camera systems utilize an opposing or
preceding vehicle’s movement within a scene
to identify them as vehicles instead of other
road objects like reflectors on the side of the
road. Having the fixture remain stationary
also reduces test variability.

Test setup
Per SAE J3069, the light toward the opposing and preceding vehicle driver is measured
using lux meters positioned at the point of
the driver’s eye for an opposing vehicle, and
at the rearview and sideview mirror points
for a preceding vehicle. The test fixture containing these meters includes representations of headlights or taillights indicative of
a small motorcycle. For the opposing vehicle
test fixture, low-beam headlamps only are
incorporated as worst case. For the preceding vehicle fixture, taillamps (rear position
lamps) only are incorporated as worst case.
The experts in the committee understood the importance for an ADB system to
FEBRUARY 2017
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react in an appropriate timeframe when confronted with the sudden appearance of an opposing or preceding vehicle due to cresting a hill, a vehicle entering a roadway, etc. For this condition, the
test track procedures require the preceding or opposing test fixture lamps to be energized during the test drive. Because ADB systems may not react instantaneously when confronted by the sudden
appearance of a vehicle, the opposing or preceding driver may experience high-beam glare levels for a short period of time. The allowed
reaction time is defined in SAE J3069 based on published literature.

The standards development also included consideration of LED life.
LED lumen maintenance is a key characteristic in the general illumination application due the extensive lifetime expectations for LED
lamps and luminaires. For automotive exterior lighting applications,
the lamp lifetime is based on the vehicle life and the lamp usage
during the life of a vehicle.
In 2008 the University of Michigan Transportation Research Institute (UMTRI) published several research reports that provide the
industry with a clearer picture for lamp usage on a passenger vehicle for the average vehicle lifetime. Based on the US passenger vehicle fleet, the longest-usage lamp, other than the daytime running
light (DRL), is the taillamp. The usage of the taillamp in the life of a
vehicle, as an average, is less than 2000 hours. Headlamp life is much
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shorter. The DRL lifetime is about three times that of the taillamp
life. This information has been used as the basis for the LED lumen
maintenance or lifetime requirement for passenger vehicle exterior
lighting applications.
Compared to the lumen maintenance, the reliability or robustness of LED products is much more important in automotive lighting applications. In 2012, SAE published the LED testing standard
SAE J2938. The document incorporates the recommendations of
IES LM-80-08, with emphasis on the higher junction or case temperature test rather than the test duration. Recently, SAE made
revisions to SAE J2938; it has passed the committee ballot and is
to be published.

Photometric and electrical tests
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The new SAE J2938 includes several LED tests. First is the electrical
and photometric test for LED packages, arrays, and modules. The
test methods and procedures are referred to IES LM-85-14, and/or
CIE 127 2007. In terms of the measurements of the LED characteristics, such as luminous flux, there should not be any difference relative to the application in which LEDs are used, whether they are for
automotive lighting or for general illumination. For lumen maintenance testing, the electrical requirements in DC operation and
test conditions are updated based on the new version of ANSI/IES
LM-80-15. The case temperature requirement remains unchanged.
The new SAE J2938 makes recommendations for the LED requirements and refers to the published IEC standards: IEC 62707 Part 1 for
LED white color binning requirements and IEC 60810 for the qualification tests if applicable.
In recent years, in addition to using LEDs to achieve required
functions for automotive exterior lighting, such as headlamps, DRLs,
brake lights, etc., some vehicle manufacturers have been installing exterior LED lighting devices intended only to be decorative in
nature on their vehicles. Recent examples include white elements on
the front of vehicles with intensity levels greater than parking lamps
but lower than DRL. These lamps have sometimes been referred to
as “signature lamps” or “accent lamps.”

Lighting style
The subject of “vehicle signature/accent lighting” was brought up for
discussion for the SAE Lighting Standard Committee, and discussed
LEDsmagazine.com
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standards
An example of dynamically
controlled headlamps addressed
in the standard SAE J3069 can be
found in the Audi Matrix technology,
which adapts the beam pattern in
response to nearby vehicles.
as to whether or not the committee should make recommended practices for these types of products. The
committee proposed to include tests
for these products that are typically
associated with legally required exterior lighting devices — e.g., moisture,
dust, corrosion, etc. — because vehicle
manufacturers would still want to ensure signature/accent lamps
have been tested in an appropriate manner to avoid failures of these
types of lamps when installed on vehicles.
The experts in the committee also asked questions such as: Is it
necessary to distinguish between signature lamps for daytime use
and accent lamps for nighttime use? Should signature lamps turn off
when front-position lamps are turned on? How do we best account
for the possibility of illuminated vehicle badges? Is it necessary to
limit the color to white or yellow?

TM

Patent Pending

| AUTOMOTIVE HEADLAMPS

It was the consensus of the committee that it is not necessary to distinguish between signature lamps for daytime use and
accent lamps for nighttime use; hence, different maximum luminous intensity levels could be provided to account for daytime
use (higher intensity) or nighttime use (lower intensity). There is
also consensus that the different daytime and nighttime intensity
levels of front-decorative lamps could be set in relation to activation of the vehicle’s front-position lamps or headlamps, but it
is not necessary to limit the quantity of front decorative lamps.
Instead, consideration needs to be taken so that all front-decorative lamps measured together shall not exceed the photometric
maximum requirements.
With this consensus, SAE is developing a new document J3098
as the SAE Recommended Practice that applies to front-signature
lamps installed on the front exterior of motor vehicles, intended only
to be decorative in nature and also intended not to impair the effectiveness of any required lighting device. This recommended practice
establishes uniformity in guidelines for the performance, installation, activation, and switching of front signature lamps. Similar to
all other SAE “J” documents, this new document provides the recommended tests used for all signal lamps, and requirements that
include photometry. This is a step to assist the implementations of
LEDs for non-functional lighting, yet to ensure end users will benefit from product consistency and reliability.
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Sapphire Awards
Sapphire Awards finalists shine in
innovative form and applications
Now in its third year, the LEDs Magazine Sapphire Awards program recognizes advances
in enabling technologies and lighting products focused on the unique aspects of solid-state
lighting sources, and this year's finalists deliver innovative features, sleek form, and evolved
performance across general lighting and vertical applications such as horticulture, CARRIE
MEADOWS reports.

The third annual LEDs Magazine Sapphire Awards prodemand for LED tubes and they have demonstrated increases
gram received more than 100 submissions from 60 compain efficacy (http://bit.ly/2eUS409). And the increased uptake
nies seeking recognition in 16 product categories as well
of LED-based horticultural lighting across growers and nextas nominations for the Illumineer of the Year, a person or
generation farming operations (http://bit.ly/2fwtLZB) is
team responsible for the development of a significant, LEDreflected in a new category, with LEDs and fixtures designed
centric technology innovation or solid-state lighting (SSL)
to utilize spectra conducive to plant growth.
product during the course of the year.
Smart and connected lighting is represented by products
“From LEDs and other enabling technolothat support commercial smart lighting in both indoor and
gies to general lighting products and niche
outdoor environments, now that residential smart lamps have
applications such as horticultural lightbecome more mainstream. What’s most illuminating about
ing, the finalists have delivered outthe smart lighting finalists is that they are not luminaire or
standing solid-state lighting prodlamp products — rather, they represent advances in intelligent
ucts,” said Maury Wright, chief editor
components, software, and systems that deliver granular conof LEDs Magazine. “Congratulations
trol, data collection, and monitoring to lighting applications.
to all of the companies recognized as
The winners will be announced on March 1 during the 2017
Sapphire finalists for outstanding work
Sapphire Awards Gala dinner as the featured event of Stratein truly leveraging the unique benefits
gies in Light, co-located with The LED Show and Lightspace
of LED sources.”
California. For details on the conference, see p. 67.
All of the finalists meet the exacting standards
The Gala will be held at the City National Grove of Anaof our panel of noted professionals, designers, and lighting
heim, a venue that mixes throwback glamour with modern
industry leaders (see p. 41). Vendors included written product
amenities, for an evening of celebration and acknowledgdescriptions, spec sheets, images, and other supporting informent of the efforts of the LED and lighting industry to mainmation. Criteria for the judging process included the innovatain the exciting momentum of the past few years. Indeed,
tion in leveraging the unique benefits of LEDs along with ease
the very foundation of the Sapphire Awards program is to
of use, efficiency, reliability, and contribution to profitability.
recognize and reward the passion and forward thinking that
The judges were assigned categories in which there could
inspires professionals across all sectors of the SSL market
be no conflicts of interest. They were tasked with deterto continue to innovate and rethink function, design, and
mining whether the product or technology would be suitfuture potential.
able for commercial application, and
for sure those applications of interest
have evolved. For a recap of the 2016
Sapphire Awards Gala entertainment builds excitement
categories and winners, visit http://
While attendees enjoy sparkling conversation, the Doug Taylor Trio Band will
bit.ly/256t5va.
delight with their smooth jazz stylings. Maury Wright will be joined onstage
Indeed, this year’s shortlist of standby a comedy MC as host, and the Bella Electric Strings quartet will rock the
outs tracks with current trends in the
venue and get the crowd ready for the awards ceremony. Photos will be taken
SSL industry. Notably, we broke out linon our Sapphire carpet. Spread the word on social media (#SapphireAwards)!
ear T8 lamps into a separate category
Join us for a memorable evening by visiting http://bit.ly/2iHy7Lv.
as commercial retrofits have spurred
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SAPPHIRE AWARDS

FINALISTS
Illumineer of the Year Category
• Fred Maxik, founder and chief technology
officer, Lighting Science
• Dr. Shuji Nakamura and Dr. James Raring,
co-founders; Dr. Eric Goutain, product
engineering director; Troy Trottier, material
science consultant; Dr. Paul Rudy, SVP of
business development, SoraaLaser
• Alexander Wilm, key expert SSL lighting,
Osram Opto Semiconductors
Commercial-Quality SSL
Lamp Design Category
• Green Creative / MR16 8.5W High CRI
(8.5MR16DIM) lamp
• Lighting Science / Durabulb (A19) lamp
Horticultural Lighting Category
• Heliospectra / Heliospectra LX601C light
fixture
• Lumileds / Luxeon SunPlus Series LEDs
for Horticulture
• P.L. Light Systems / HortiLED INTER
fixture
• P.L. Light Systems / HortiLED TOP fixture
ICs and Electronic Components
for SSL Category
• EnOcean Inc. / LED Relay Zone Controller
• Infineon Technologies Americas /
CDM10VXTSA1 0-10V dimming
interface IC
• Linear Technology / LT3965 LED bypass
switching device
Indoor Ambient, Track, and Accent
SSL Luminaire Design Category
• Amerlux, LLC / Cynch LED accent
luminaire
• Architectural Lighting Works / Hylytr
grazing luminaire
• Axis Lighting / Sculpt accent lights
• DMF Lighting / OneFrame - DRDHNJD
recessed LED downlight
• No. Eight Lighting / 400 Series LED
spotlight
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Indoor Troffer, Linear, and Recessed
SSL Luminaire Design Category
• Acuity Brands / Rubik ceiling luminaires
• Acuity Brands / Olessence OLED- and
LED-based luminaire
• Fluxwerx / Fold linear pendant luminaire
• Vode Lighting / ZipTwo LED 707 linear
lighting
• Vode Lighting / 707-Z9 linear cove
lighting
Industrial SSL Luminaire
Design Category
• Cree / Cree HXB Series LED high-bay
luminaire
• Hubbell Lighting / Triple H LED high
bay/low bay
• Hubbell Lighting / Dual-Lite EV4R LED
emergency light
• LumenOptix Inc / Stratos high-bay rack
lighter
• Orion Energy Systems / ISON Class LED
high bay

LED Drivers Category
• eldoLED B.V. / LightShape technology on
DUALdrive LED drivers
• Fulham / Outdoor wireless programmable drivers
• Osram Americas / Optotronic 347V linear
indoor programmable LED driver
• Samsung Electronics LED / Smart
Lighting Module SLM-D
Linear T8 SSL Lamp Design Category
• Energy Focus, Inc / Redcap batteryintegrated emergency TLED
• Energy Focus, Inc / 500D network-ready
TLED
• Lighting Science / LBar Linear LED tube
Modular LED Light Engines Category
• ERG Lighting / Driverless LED light
modules
• LED Engin / LuxiTune tunable white and
warm dim module

LEDsmagazine.com
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Plessey Semiconductors Ltd / PLWS3000
Series Orion beam-forming module

Outdoor Landscape and Accent
SSL Luminaire Design Category
• Elemental LED / Hydrolume 24V
LED striplight
• Elemental LED / Fluid View 12V LED tape
light amber
• Hubbell Lighting / Kim Lighting Lightvault
8 RGBW luminaire
Outdoor Street and Area SSL
Luminaire Design Category
• Amerlux / Lunetta
• Cree / RSW LED street light
• Eaton / Invue Arbor LED collection
• Eaton / Ephesus All Field LED luminaire
• Hubbell Lighting / Architectural Area
Lighting KicK bollard
Packaged LEDs and OLEDs Category
• Bridgelux / Vero Series SE array
• LED Engin / LZP multi-wavelength
horticulture LED
• Lumileds / Luxeon CoB with FreshFocus
technology
• Osram Opto Semiconductors / Duris P 10
platform of LEDs
• Samsung Electronics LED / LM561C
S6 LED

Smart and Connected SSL
Technologies Category
• Echelon / Lumewave PL-RF gateway
• Lumenetix / araya5 logic module with
linear and round tunable color LED arrays
• Lutron Electronics / Quantum Vue 3.2
software
• Phoenix Contact USA / Tunnel Solution
• Enlighted / Enlighted Smart Sensors
Specialty SSL Design Category
• Lighting Science / Genesis DynaSpectrum
• Phoenix Contact USA / Wind Tower
Lighting System
• Tempo / HLS aisle lighting system
• Unilux / LED UV inspection strobes
SSL Enabling Technologies Category
• Architectural Lighting Works / Double
Slot Optics
• Fraen Corporation / Fraen color-mixing
optical zoom system
• Khatod Optoelectronic / SIR — Silicone
TIR lenses for COB LEDs
• Venntis Technologies / Precision
scattering optic
Tools and Tests in SSL Design Category
• Ophir Photonics / FluxGage
• United Power Research Technology /
UPRtek MK350N Plus spectrometer
• Vektrex / SpikeSafe performance current
sources series

2017 PANEL OF INDUSTRY LEADERS
Maury Wright

Jerry Duffy

Duncan Jackson

Dave Neal

Robert Steele

Committee Chair/
LEDs Magazine

Current, powered by GE

Billings Jackson Design

Seoul Semiconductor

Strategies in Light

Austin Gelder

Brad Koerner

Marissa Tucci

UL

Philips Lighting

Steve Paolini

Nancy Clanton

Monica Hansen

Rita Koltai

Clanton & Associates
Terry Clark

LED Lighting Advisors

Koltai Lighting Design

Eric Haugaard

Thomas Kowalczuk

Finelite
Daryl DeJean

Cree

Emerging Technologies
Associates

James Highgate
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The LED Show

Wynn Design and
Development
Therese Lahaie

Apparatus Design

Telelumens

Tucci Lighting

Charles Schrama

Christine VanLeeuwen

Lumileds

Graybar

Milena Simeonova

Shonika Vohra

Light4Health

Strategies Unlimited

Philip Smallwood

Howard Yaphe

Strategies Unlimited

Axis Lighting
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Fulham’s new high power, constant current LED drivers
bring tomorrow’s technology to today’s luminaires.
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Experts at LuxLive’s IoT Arena outline
survival beyond bulb sales
The future might have more to do with data than illumination, according to presenters on the London
stage hosted by MARK HALPER, who reports on compelling smart lighting presentations at LuxLive.

T

he question on every vendor’s mind
in the lighting industry these days is,
“Uh-oh, what do we do now that we
can’t really make a living selling light bulbs
anymore?” LED lamps have gone mainstream, and their purported decades-long
lifetime has obliterated the time-honored
business model of selling replacements every
18 months or so. Common knowledge holds
that the new way of life entails smart lighting, which hangs lighting’s future on the
fledgling Internet of Things (IoT). Some even
say that because lights and their infrastructure are ubiquitous, they are a candidate to
lead the IoT charge (see the recent interview
between Lux Review publisher Ray Molony
and Harvard executive Paul Hussey; http://
bit.ly/2hSlifP).
For those who need reminding: In the IoT,
billions of objects will sport chips that help
them gather data they can share via electronic networks, making the devices and
appliances more useful and easier to control.
IoT-enabled lights hold all sorts of promise. Ceiling fixtures in retail stores can track
customers via their smartphones and offer
them tailored discounts (http://bit.ly/2i
C53aO). The same lights can feed data about
consumer movement and behavior to the
cloud for analysis, which retailers and their
suppliers can use to their advantage. Similar
technology in office buildings can observe
how building spaces like conference rooms
are being used or underutilized, leading to
huge savings via property re-allocation. They
can trigger actions in other connected building systems, like heating and cooling, security, and alarms. Smart controls can turn
lights on, off, up, or down as required by occuMARK HALPER is a contributing editor with

LEDs Magazine (markhalper@aol.com).
LEDsmagazine.com
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In the IoT Arena at LuxLive, gurus across technology, business, and marketing drove
the discussion about the data-centric potential of LED lighting and how smart
products will push the industry forward.
pancy and daylight, enhancing LEDs’ already
substantial energy savings advantage. They
can also adjust lights’ color tones, perhaps
providing more stimulating blues in the
morning and more restful reds and ambers
later in the day or evening.
Those are just a few examples. It’s early
days, and no one is quite sure how it will all
work. But there was no better place to gain
insights than in the IoT Arena at the recent
LuxLive 2016 lighting exhibition in London,
co-located with Strategies in Light Europe
2016. No fewer than 24 astute technology,
business, and marketing experts took the
stage to help look into lighting’s connected
future. They probed the relative merits of
wired and wireless technologies such as
Power over Ethernet (PoE), Bluetooth, and
visible light communication (VLC), among
others. A brave pureLiFi chief operating offi-

cer Harald Burchardt even gave a live demo
of Li-Fi, the emerging technology that transmits the Internet via lightwaves (http://bit.
ly/2jbykdy). They all warned about IoT security — as we wrote in an earlier story. Ethical
hacker Ken Munro of Britain’s Pen Test Partners had shown how easy it is to hack the IoT
(http://bit.ly/2j6gepi). Many issued a clarion
call for greater interoperability between different IoT devices, where some found great
hope in an emerging protocol called Thread.
If one word came up more than any other,
that word was “data.” Presenter after presenter touched on the subject, with some
brazenly stating that the future of the industry resides in using lighting first and foremost as a data collection and analysis tool,
rendering illumination to a support role.
Here are five separate slices of the action,
starting with a collection of quotable quotes,
FEBRUARY 2017
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followed by an end user’s reality check, a look
at the show’s live Li-Fi demo, an outline of
interoperability challenges and an account
of how the lighting industry has already
changed beyond recognition.

Gooee sells technology that helps lighting
systems collect and analyze data. Nonetheless, he made a strong case.
“I think most people in the lighting business and in any other industry, for that matter, are not worried enough,” Kemeling said.
“Luminaires are becoming digital devices
They said it: Blunt talk on new
that will also give you light. So are lighting
business models and the future
people still in the lighting business? Do you
Everyone knows that business models are illuminate spaces or are you going to sell
radically changing in the lighting indus- devices that also illuminate spaces? What
try. The industry is abandoning its tradi- needs to change is the perception that we are
tional reliance on replacement bulb sales. not selling data that we generate, but actuIt is seeking new revenue sources, many of ally we should generate the data that we
which will rely on features supported by can sell. The customers of the lighting manIoT-connected lighting systems that both ufacturers need to actually determine what
collect and respond to data, and often com- data they need in order to get the value out
ing in the form of service-based contracts. of the data. So data enables service models
As we’ve noted, smart lighting can allow which can be created by and for customers.
Hardware — lighting,
for instance — may
act as an enabler of
data collection. Data
becomes the product. Business models
have to change first.
If the business model
stays the same, people will never be able
to sell data. Maybe
we need to step away
from lighting. I often
tell people, forget
Jan Kemeling, chief commercial officer at Gooee, proclaimed
about lighting. Don’t
that data is the future of lighting-centric systems.
start thinking from
users to intelligently control their output the lamp. You’re not a lamp manufacturer.
and color levels for enhanced energy sav- If you want to sell services, forget about that
ings and human performance. Lights can lamp first. Eventually your service might
help collect data that can bring all sorts of require data. That data you require might
benefits such as asset management and sales come from a sensor. That sensor can be built
promotions. The lighting industry will find into a lamp. Luminaires will become digital
itself both partnering with and competing devices that will also give you illumination.”
against the IT industry. To help remind us
Kemeling even outlined an exploratory
of all of that, LuxLive’s IoT Arena featured conversation he had with the CEO of large
many pearls of wisdom from people in the German retailer Metro Group, ruminating
know. A sampling follows.
on how lights might help collect product
and consumer information that Metro could
***
Jan Kemeling, chief commercial officer of share with large suppliers like Unilever and
IoT lighting engine provider Gooee, provided Procter & Gamble. That sort of thing, rather
the bluntest take of them all on how busi- than illumination, would drive the sale of a
ness models will change. You could summa- lighting system: “It starts from the services,
rize it as “It’s the data, stupid” — our words, not from the lighting.”
not his. Kemeling called for a new business
***
model based on using lights to collect and
Russ Sharer, who is vice president of
sell data. He would say that, of course — global marketing and business develop-

Source: Mark Halper.
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ment at LED driver and components supplier Fulham, encouraged lighting vendors to get their fair share of data-related
revenue from collaborative smart lighting schemes. “Ultimately in IoT, we have to
realize that while lighting is going to drive
the initial installations, there will be other
apps that run over that network,” he said.
“I would encourage you as lighting vendors
to be thinking about how as you gather that
data, you’re going to get part of that revenue income as well. If people are doing
space planning off the information you’ve
gathered, that might be an opportunity for
you to make revenue, whether it’s lighting
as a service, or light as product.”
Emphasizing that interoperability is critical, he noted, “If the lighting industry doesn’t
understand that, we will get mowed over by
the IT and Internet guys, who will say, ‘This
is just like the Internet; we’ll make it work.’”
***
And finally, Stefan Bernard, proposition
manager in the light controls division of
Dutch technology company Nedap, zeroed
in on the future of lighting in the IoT with
a particularly incisive comment: “I think
the IoT is successful when people don’t talk
about the IoT anymore. When it’s just working in the background.”

•

Reality check: Do users really want it?
It’s one thing to hear lighting and technology
vendors extol the virtues of connecting lighting to the IoT. You’d expect it from them.
It’s another to hear it from someone in the
user community such as Ian Trent, engineering director of one the UK’s largest commercial and office property developers, Land
Securities. Trent and Land are at the forefront of a real estate movement to install
intelligent lighting systems that would
attract tenants. While property developers
are not always the final end user, they are
shaping up as vital facilitators of end-user
deployment by providing the systems for
tenants to share and tap.
“We are seriously considering using
IP-connected light fittings in the next generation of buildings that we’ll be delivering,”
Trent told a packed audience in a presentation ostensibly focused on PoE — one of several different technologies vying for a place
in lighting’s IoT — but in which he also noted
LEDsmagazine.com
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the possibilities for other wired and wireless
systems to play a role.
While lighting systems and controls today
are already capable of doing many of the
things that IoT lighting will be able to do —
remotely turn lights on and off, change colors,
change color temperature, even collect data
— the next step of tying them to the Internet
will bring a raft of new benefits, he said.
“We believe at Land Securities that it’s the
additional benefits of IP-connected technology that are going to make that change
worthwhile, especially when we see what’s
coming over the horizon, and this thing called
the Internet of Things,” Trent noted. “So by
connecting our light fittings to the Internet
of Things, each light fitting becomes a node
in the network. Now that’s not always a good
thing, especially if you’re the head of cyber-security in a building, or something like that.
But the advantage is that light fittings are
ubiquitous throughout the office workspace.
This means they have the opportunity to do
more than just light things.”
Like what?
“The truth is we’re really not entirely sure
yet,” allowed Trent. Still, he has several benefits in mind.
For example, sensors connected to networked lights could gather data about room
usage and occupancy, which in turn would
help facilities operators decide how to reassign, add, or get rid of spaces like conference
rooms and hot desk areas. (Dutch standards
group NEN is deploying such a system based
on Feilo Sylvania lighting in Delft; http://
bit.ly/2iJoNtB). “An empty office space is
wasted,” said Trent, who added that benefits
of smart lighting systems will probably also
include helping office workers connect to IT
devices and systems, and that they can help
transmit data via technologies such as Li-Fi.
The notion of property developers using
modern, intelligent lighting as a lure is
something that is catching on in real estate
circles. In Madrid, for instance, Grupo
Infinorsa is installing PoE lighting from
Philips and Cisco on 14 of the 32 floors at its
400-ft Torre Europa office tower in an effort
to draw premium rents (http://bit.ly/2iJx
Han). In PoE, both electricity and data travel
to the lights via Ethernet cable, ostensibly
saving a lot of money in new construction
sites by avoiding the high costs associated
with traditional electrical wiring and elec46
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tricians. Ethernet cable can handle low voltage, which is needed to power LED lights,
renowned for their low energy usage.
And in Toronto, Oxford Properties is outfitting the 42-floor EY Tower with a smart lighting backbone in which tenants will have the
option to make each of their individual LED
lights IP addressable (http://bit.ly/2hRAZ7a).
The Toronto building is not deploying PoE.
For Land, such offerings are still a way off,
because the company is holding off on new
projects given the UK building recession.
“The good news is, we are planning for the
next cycle of development, our next generation of buildings,” said Trent. “We believe
that the next product that we will be delivering into the market for the next cycle will be
very, very different to what we’ve been doing
over the last ten years.”
The down market is giving Land the
opportunity to experiment with different
forms of smart lighting systems on its own
premises, before attempting to install them
for clients. When Trent spoke at LuxLive,
his company was weeks away from moving
into a new corporate headquarters building
in London, where it was installing not one,
not two, but three different smart lighting
systems in three different meeting rooms,
working with Zumtobel fittings and controls from Zumtobel’s Tridonic unit.
One room will sample wirelessly-controlled IP lighting; another will sample lighting connected via PoE; the third will use
more traditional lighting controls on lights
powered by conventional electrical lines.
Land will be noting the relative merits and
functionality of each.
With IP and lighting poised for certain
convergence, the question arises: To whom
should end users turn to supply the systems? Will the lighting companies own the
IoT lighting business, or will tech companies
like Cisco, Google, Apple, and IBM? While
some people — even people in the lighting
industry — will confide that the IT industry will win the upper hand in the business
of smart lighting, Trent sees it differently.
“I believe that it is the business of the
lighting community,” said Trent. “Anybody
can run networks. Anyone can get things
communicating over networks. That side of
it really isn’t that difficult. There are always
teething problems — so I may come to regret
that statement — but the expertise for light-

ing control, that’s what really sets apart the
companies that we’ve worked with. The
lighting control companies, the lighting
manufacturers, the control gear manufacturers. That’s really what we’re looking for.
Cisco doesn’t really understand that. They
understand how you communicate things.
They’ll have a part to play in it. But we’re
looking for that expertise that has literally
controlled our buildings over the last ten
years very, very successfully.”
Regardless of who wins the battle for
industry control, in Trent’s view, the move
to IP-connected lighting is unavoidable
and as natural as the shift that took place
when CCTV security cameras evolved from
being independent analog systems to digital
devices connected to IP networks.
“The next step we believe is fully-connected IP light [fittings] talking across
a common IP network to a piece of software,” he said. “Our lighting control system becomes a device, which is the light fitting, and a piece of software, which sits on
the computer, much in the same way we saw
the evolution of the CCTV system.”
If the user community is saying that, it’s all
starting to look and sound much more real.

•

IoT needs a common language
A lack of interoperability between disparate
systems is holding LED lighting back from
truly emerging as a connected force in the
fledgling IoT.
So said a number of top-flight speakers on
stage at the IoT Arena, where many of them
implored the lighting industry to work out
technological differences, lest they abandon their future. Some put hope in an emerging standard called Thread, under development by a San Ramon, CA-based consortium
called Thread Group.
With wired technologies such as PoE
vying for a presence against any number
of wireless protocols such as Bluetooth,
Wi-Fi, VLC variations including Li-Fi, ZigBee, Z-Wave, NarrowBand IoT, proprietary
schemes, and more, potential users are
either suffering from the old “paralysis by
analysis” affliction, or are simply reluctant
to adopt something that will either be too
difficult to install or won’t properly communicate with other things, they noted.
Injecting reality into wild projections that
LEDsmagazine.com
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conference
over 200 billion devices including LED light
fixtures could be connected to the Internet by 2020, Arrow Electronics’ EMEA technology marketing director Andrew Bickley
wondered, “Where are all these billions?
Because I’m certainly not seeing the billions
of things that were anticipated.”
Or as Osram business development manager Mark Vermeulen observed, fewer than
10% of devices in lighting controls are wireless and the number will remain that way
until at least 2019. That’s a grim outlook
given that lighting control is a foundation
application for smart, connected lighting,
and that many wireless vendors are counting on making early headway there before
moving into other applications such as occupancy detection or indoor positioning.
“One of the issues that we’re faced with is
there are too many protocols,” said Vermeulen, who pointed out that other obstacles such
as security, battery life, and backward compatibility with legacy systems are also holding back the uptake of smart wireless systems.
The preponderance of wireless protocols
can be daunting. “If you’re making a decision to deploy an IoT system for the next six
years, you could be faced with selecting the

Let there be terahertz

wrong technology,” warned Arrow’s Bickley,
who oversees IoT and connectivity for the
global electronics distributor. “I wish I could
be the bearer of good news, but unfortunately
for us there is not one wireless standard that
does everything.” Some excel at range, others at low power consumption, others at certain applications, and so forth, he explained.
Bickley saw hope in Thread, a new IoT
specification that sits under other layers in
the communications protocol stack and thus
facilitates their interoperation. Thread is
based on Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6),
a communication protocol by which computers identify themselves on networks via
a unique IP address. It deploys a low-power
version of IPv6 known as 6LoWPAN, with the
“6” standing for IPv6 and the “LoWPAN” for
low-power wireless personal area network.
Work on Thread started a couple of years
ago, focused on home automation devices
such as thermostats, lights, locks, alarms,
and window blinds. It has grown from 14
founding members — including Google
sister company Nest Labs, Samsung, ARM
Holdings, Qualcomm, NXP Semiconductors, lock company Yale, Big Ass Fans, and
others — to over 200 members. Its roster

| LUXLIVE 2016

today includes lighting companies such as
Osram as well as Philips, GE’s Current division, Cree, Leedarson, Zumtobel, Eaton,
Enlighted, and Haiku Home — Big Ass’s new
residential division that includes LED lighting, heating, and cooling as part of a company now called Big Ass Solutions.
In November, Thread announced that it
is providing testing to certify products as
compliant with the first version of Thread,
called Thread 1.1. Bickley welcomed the
development. Noting that Thread “would
be my first recommendation for a lighting
network today,” he lauded it as a stable technology that draws on the security strengths
of IP-based technology.
“It uses encryption standards that you
would find in the banking system, so its
security is high,” he said. “It really does tick
all of the boxes in terms of the systems that
you want to design for a wireless secure
lighting system.”
One thing that Thread lacks: It does not
allow lighting companies and other IoT
vendors to write applications natively into
it. Bickley downplayed that shortcoming,
noting that apps will run over top of it, and
thus benefit from the security it provides. In

transmitters — lights — can be more densely packed than can
Wi-Fi transmitters, which he said will cut down on sharing and thus
effectively support faster end-user data speeds.
For the demo, pureLiFi connected the two lights to a
standalone server — not to the Internet — to help ensure fast

At LuxLive 2016, pureLiFi chief operating officer Harald Burchardt
braved a live demonstration of Li-Fi, the technology that can
transmit Internet service via lightwaves from LED luminaires. It
worked. Burchardt used a combination
of a dongle-equipped Microsoft
Surface Pro tablet (left-hand photo)
and two ceiling lights equipped with
pureLiFi drivers, one of which appears
above him (right-hand photo) and
is transmitting to his tablet. As he
wandered from under one light to the
next, the first handed transmission off
to the second.
Burchardt said Li-Fi will complement,
not replace, Wi-Fi, and that one of its
Source: Both images courtesy of Mark Halper.
main advantages will be to open up
spectrum in a world that could rapidly run out of space in Wi-Fi’s
connections in the busy London exhibition hall. The server
radio frequencies, especially as billions of devices connect to the
transmitted wired data as well as electricity to the lights over
IoT. “There are about 30 GHz of spectrum available to wireless
Ethernet cable, using Power over Ethernet (PoE); standard
communications,” Burchardt said, referring to Wi-Fi. “But there
electricity wires could also carry the data using power-line
are 300 THz of spectrum available for visible light. That’s exactly
communications (PLC). The LED lights wirelessly transmitted to
10,000 times more in light than in radio.” He also noted that Li-Fi
Burchardt’s tablet via modulation. ◀
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fact, a few weeks after LuxLive, Thread and
the ZigBee alliance announced that ZigBee
applications will run over top of the Thread
protocol, a move that might have signaled
that ZigBee will abandon plans to provide a
full communications protocol stack (http://
bit.ly/2hS5Kc2). ZigBee is not inherently
IP-based as Thread is.
Fulham’s Russ Sharer also saw some promise in Thread. He likened the current lack of
interoperability among standards such as
Wi-Fi, Li-Fi, PoE, ZigBee, and Bluetooth to
sluggishness in the railroad industry before
it settled on common rail gauges, to the electricity industry before settling on alternating
current for long-distance transmission, and
to the “walled garden” era of the mobile phone
industry when network operators would provide their own proprietary collection of data
services and entertainment rather than facilitating open Internet access.
In lighting and the IoT, the answer will
not be in abandoning the many standards.
Rather, it will be in figuring out a way to
make them interoperate.
“Everyone up here today, almost, has said
we need to get to one network, one service,”
said Sharer, speaking toward the end of the
first day. “Let me tell you something. It’s never
going to happen. We need to think about how
we build networks that work with each other.
That’s the way the Internet works. That’s the
way the Internet of Things works.”
He lauded efforts by Thread and by
another group called the Open Connectivity Foundation, which — like Thread — is
working toward IoT interoperability.
“You don’t have to settle on one particular technology,” Sharer said. “You can settle on something like Thread. Thread and
the Open Connectivity Foundation are looking at what’s already out there, and kind of
bringing it together.”
Timo Pakkala, chief executive of Finnish
Bluetooth-based lighting controls company
Casambi, cautioned that Thread “is in the
very early stages” and could take a while to
establish itself.
Meanwhile, he encouraged the take-up of
Bluetooth-based lighting technologies, pointing out that “Bluetooth is actually the most
widely used wireless technology in the world
— actually more widely used than Wi-Fi.”
Noting that Bluetooth is a pervasive feature
in smartphones and that it allows direct com48
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munication with lights without requiring a
router, he added, “If you would have to bet on
a radio technology that’s going to be here for
the next 10 to 20 years, I think one of the safe
bets is Bluetooth Low Energy.”
But will it interoperate with the Wi-Fi
system down the hall? Or the PoE on the
third floor? With the ZigBee in the adjoining building? Ladies and gentlemen, for the
time being, you might have to put on your
language translation headsets.

•

Spaced out: Business has
changed beyond recognition
for lighting consultants
Dave Tilley used to be a lighting consultant.
In fact, he still is. But to hear him talk, the
job has changed almost beyond recognition
in today’s IoT era.
“I was introduced as a lighting consultant and I guess for all intents and purposes I am,” said Tilley of consulting firm
NRG Star, during a presentation about an
NRG smart lighting project at a commercial
building in the UK. “But as you’ve just seen,
I think consultants — energy consultants,
lighting consultants, building consultants,
property consultants — in our world, technology is overriding all of that. Today we’re
more ‘managing data’, and ‘managing people’ and ‘managing space’ consultants.”
Tilley shared the stage with Ashley
Bateup, the managing director of technology company 8point3, an NRG partner. The
two of them described how together they
outfitted the FM Conway office building in
Kent, England with 1200 connected smart
LED luminaires that will not only help Conway run a more efficient LED lighting system, but will also lay the foundation to run a
more intelligent building in all facets.
In expanding on his own de-facto job
description, Tilley compared it to a newfangled operational role that has emerged
at upmarket British retail chain John Lewis.
“There’s a wonderful title of somebody
that works at John Lewis — they’re called
‘space manager,’” said Tilley. “Clearly, they
have nothing to do with NASA. They are, literally, people that look at space. And to a
large degree, that’s what we need to do now.”
His partner Bateup recounted how
8point3 equipped Conway’s luminaires with
wireless passive infrared sensors (PIRs) that

operate at 868 MHz, harvesting information
about daylight and about the luminaire’s
operations that goes off to a cloud computing system for analysis.
Bateup described how the system will
also help carry out self-testing of emergency lighting, and how it will help prep the
building for broader data gathering to monitor the energy and operational performance
of other building systems such as heating,
cooling, and water.
“For me, lighting was the Trojan horse
of this customer to take them on the journey of connectivity and IoT,” said Bateup.
“It gave them the business case with an ROI
that was successful to their business to put
the lighting in with a data backhaul solution that enables us now to do many other
things. Controlling lights is not much different from controlling other energy assets.
And now we have a data backhaul solution
across their building and we’re now looking
at what other things we can we do. We’re
looking at embarking on a journey with
them to move from an intelligent lighting
solution to an intelligent building. [We’re
looking at] how do we bring other sensors
and other actuators into that lighting platform to create a more holistic energy model.
And more importantly how do we engage,
bring more value to other stakeholders in
the business from the data that we can
extract through our lighting systems and
those other monitoring and metering and
actuator assets that we deploy?”
Some traditional lighting consultants like
NRG are gaining such IT expertise via partnerships with companies like 8point3, which
specializes in smart lighting systems.
“They live and breathe the technology,”
said Tilley. “I like to think I understand people. If you like, I am the interface between
the end user — what they require, what data
they require — and the technology groups.
Lighting at the moment for me is still the primary business.”
Still, there is that other frontier. “The key
to wireless technology and all the other technologies is understanding the data you’re
collecting, turning it into a usable format
for clients, and actually delivering that to
the client. So all the lighting consultants out
there, we’re actually becoming more space
management consultants,” Tilley noted.
The space race is on.
LEDsmagazine.com
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A beautiful revolution.
Lunetta is the new pedestrian-scale
exterior luminaire that changes everything.
Unlike traditional, segmented pathﬁnding
lights, Lunetta’s entire body appears to
illuminate from the top down, creating a
seamless, sophisticated visual eﬀect.
Lunetta’s hidden LEDs create a gradated
eﬀect, and soft, Lambertian ground-level light
distribution. For form, function, and design
creativity, Lunetta owns the night.
For more information, visit amerlux.com/lunetta.
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Understand BACnet communications for
control and monitoring of networked lighting
explains the basics of BACnet communications, the latest update to the building
automation standard, and how the platform can work with networked LED-based lighting.
SCOTT ZIEGENFUS

B

ACnet is arguably the predominant communication protocol used
in so-called building automation
and control (BAC) networks. The network
platform is used in data delivery between
building automation systems (BAS) such
as networked lighting systems and building management systems (BMS)/energy
management systems (EMS) for monitoring, control, and analytics. This fully open
protocol was developed by the American
Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) with the
first publication in 1995. While BACnet is
utilized far more today in applications such
as HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) as opposed to lighting, the protocol can serve in solid-state lighting (SSL)
applications. Let’s discuss BACnet technology in detail and consider how it might
be used in conjunction with networked
smart lighting as we move to the Internet
of Things (IoT) era.
The communications in BACnet are
object-oriented and based on a client/server
relationship, meaning in each data exchange
one side takes the role of the client while the
other takes the role of the server. In all data
exchanges, the client is in charge of what
is exchanged, when the exchange happens,
and how long the exchange happens with
the server. In working with BMS and EMS,
networked lighting systems will take the role
of the server while the BMS or EMS will take
the role of the client. This is an important
concept because it sets the data exchange
relationship. The BMS or EMS functioning as
SCOTT ZIEGENFUS is manager of government

and industry relations at Hubbell Lighting, and
was the 2015 BACnet International Leader of the
Pack award recipient (hubbelllighting.com).
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the client is in charge of the data flow. In taking the role of the server, a lighting system
sets the number and functions of the objects
offered and the types of services the lighting
system has accessible. Fig. 1 depicts the client/server relationship.
The basic “what” the client is controlling
is objects within a BACnet device. As of
the updated 2016 publication of the BACnet standard, the publication defined 61
object types. Object types are not necessarily a sign of the application’s functionality or
sequence of operation (SOO) available to the
client. Many objects are generic and adapted
to an application while others are application specific.

Object-oriented platform

• Start_Time — Start of the shed event
• Shed_Duration — Length of shed event
• Duty_Window — Length of time load is
actually shedding during the shed
• Requested_Shed_Level — Amount of
shedding requested by client
• Expected_Shed_Level — What the
server expects to be able to shed
• Actual_Shed_Level — Amount of power
actually being shed
• Shed_Levels — Predefined shed levels
• Time_Delay — Time delay for shed event
To achieve this type of functionality, the
lighting system would need to employ at
least eight or more generic objects. The logic
of how these objects work together to control the DR event now lies on the BMS/EMS
system, which is responsible for programming the interaction that would have been
built in if the Load Control object were used.
Additionally, the Load Control object was
meant for shedding loads in DR events signaling to the BMS/EMS during the auto-dis-

These generic type objects such as Analog
Input, Analog Output, Analog Value, Binary
Input, Binary Output, and Binary Value are
not used for a specific application but can be
used for the basic characteristic of a particular part of an application’s
Request
SOO. This is in contrast to
(what, how, and for how long)
objects added that are appliServer
Client
cation focused and whose
B side
A side
Response
properties encompass all the
(the way the client requests)
characteristics to achieve the
Service
full functionality required by
the given application.
Let’s consider an applica- FIG. 1. A client-server architecture underlies BACnet
tion-oriented example. Say communications.
a facility manager wants
a building to participate in a demand covery phase, since the lighting system has
response (DR) power-utility program and the Load Control object and it can work
needs the BMS or EMS to shed lighting with DR events out of the box. A question
loads to achieve the kilowatt load agreed for control and monitoring the SOO you are
to with the utility. An object specifically looking for is the capabilities and types of
developed for this function is the Load Con- objects that are exposed by the networked
trol object. Some of the Load Control prop- lighting system. Are they application-speerties are:
cific objects or generic objects that take
FEBRUARY 2017
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more responsibility, time, and programming
on the part of the BMS/EMS?

Data exchange
The “how” of data transmission are the services that dictate the exchange of the data. As
of the 2016 publication of the standard, there
were 41 different services. Services are divided
into five interoperability areas or categories:
Data Sharing, Alarm and Event Management,
Scheduling, Device and Network Management,
and Trending (Fig. 2). Below find brief summaries of these services:
• Data Sharing’s function is for the
exchange of information. It permits
the collection of data for items
such as reporting and historical
archiving.
• Alarm and Event Management’s
function is the exchange of data
when a predefined condition happens, an “event.” Events can trigger
a certain control action, can simply
be logged, or can constitute an alarm
requiring human interaction. The BACnet standard defines two different mechanisms for reporting alarms and events
— intrinsic and algorithmic. Intrinsic
relies on properties that are part of the
object to be monitored while algorithmic
allows the monitoring of an object that
uses different parameters then specified
within the object.
• Scheduling’s function is the exchange
of data in relationship to time and date
at which a specific action occurs. The
lighting community commonly refers
to these services as “timeclock events.”
Scheduling using BACnet services has
the potential, but not requirement, for
the lighting system timeclock to be modified by the BMS/EMS.
• Trending’s function is to log data values
for the accumulation of records in longterm storage and sampling intervals for
historical data collection.
• Device and Network Management’s function is the operation and status of the
devices comprising the BACnet internetwork. This category of services allows
for the ability to achieve device discovery, time synchronization, and establish
startup/shut down connections.
An example of an important and often
used set of services is Alarm and Event Man52
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agement, called Change of Value (COV). COV
is automatic feedback that can be associated
with objects if allowed by the server (lighting system) and will update status and
transmit automatically in real time with
any change of state. For example, if the client was monitoring a Binary Value object for
Occupancy status where 0 = unoccupied and
1 = occupied, every time the Occupancy status changed the lighting system would auto-

Alarm
and Event
Management

Device
and Network
Management

The PICS consists of the technical specifications for a BACnet device; a points list is
a project-specific listing of what each object
within the device actually does. The PICS
will tell you the device has generic Analog
Output and Analog Input objects. A points
list will tell the integrator that those are
used for dimming a lighting zone where the
range is from 0 to 100 and 0–10V control and
its range is 0 to 10. It is with these two documents the integrator will gain the knowledge to program the BMS or EMS, interact
with the networked lighting system, and
achieve the end users’ expectations.

Marrying BACnet and lighting
BACnet

A shift in what data is exchanged is
arguably being spearheaded by the
BACnet device
lighting industry and moving toward
BACnet
Data
working
within a virtual BACnet enviBACnet
Scheduling
Sharing
ronment. BACnet devices and objects
have always had the ability to be virtual
or physical. Historically, physical devices
Trending
dominated the BACnet landscape. The
sheer number of devices in lighting with
intelligent luminaires, however, dwarfs the
FIG. 2. BACnet services are divided into
amount of devices in other building systems.
five categories or interoperability areas.
Representing a flexible networked lighting
system in a virtual environment allows the
matically send out the new status of 1 or 0 logical grouping of devices that make sense
without having to be polled. Without COV, for minimizing the number of data points
monitoring would be conducted by a poll- the EMS/BMS collects.
ing of this object and, depending on the pollThis virtualization helps to keep the
ing rate and required response time, polling intrinsic logic already being performed in
could either cause network issues because of the lighting system in place, sharing only
excessive traffic or delayed response by the results to the EMS/BMS, along with the
lighting if the rate is too slow. It is the client ability to only require software changes
who says when or if this service starts and for the inevitable change in space use and
for how long this service goes, but it is only churn. An example would be grouping occuup to the server to offer the service.
pancy sensors for a given space instead of
sending the status of every individual senObjects and SOO
sor. The BMS/EMS would receive data that
BACnet objects need to achieve the desired a space, not a sensor, was occupied or unocSOO along with the services to communicate cupied and the AND/OR logic of that groupefficiently and properly. A SOO could be how ing would not need to be programmed into
the networked lighting system is expected to the BMS or EMS, saving programming of
perform — the function of services. In an SOO that function by the BMS/EMS.
when you state you need real-time feedback,
The virtual BACnet environment is differalerts on device failure, or ability to modify ent from working with third-party gateways
the timeclock from the BMS, you need the that translate from the BACnet protocol to
services as well as the objects to achieve an a proprietary or other non-BACnet protocol.
expected result. This is the reason you will In a virtual solution from a BACnet client, it
hear a system integrator/installer asking for is talking directly to virtual BACnet devices
a Protocol Implementation Conformance through a virtual BACnet router. Within
Statement (PICS) and a points list.
the lighting controller, a conversion hapBACnet
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pens from physical product to the embedded software forming the virtual BACnet
environment. In essence, the BMS or EMS
is linked directly to the networked lighting
system’s control and monitoring dashboard.

Objects for lighting
Efforts are underway in the BACnet committee to enhance the data exchange for networked lighting systems with the addition
of objects specifically set for applications
in lighting. In addendums found within the
2016 BACnet standard, added lighting-centric objects include Analog Lighting Output
and Binary Lighting Output. Both lighting objects added functionality specific for
networked lighting systems and that in the
past required a string of generic objects plus
extra programming from the EMS/BMS.
The objects include many useful properties
for lighting. For example, functions like BlinkWarn for after hours, continuous control of
lighting level, ramping to a level at a fixed rate
of change, fading to a level over time, incremental stepping values up and down, feedback for actual value of light level, total power
and instantaneous power of loads, and minmax value for high and low end trim are all
properties within the Lighting Output object.
Additionally, the Binary Lighting Output object included those properties above
plus added functions found in an intelligent
ballast or driver, such as elapsed time that
indicates accumulated number of seconds
that the light was on and strike count for the
number of times the light has transitioned
from off to on. More lighting-specific objects
are either in public review or committee like
the Color Temperature object for CCT color
tuning within the Planckian locus, the Color
Value object for dynamic color changing, or
the Stage Value object for changing thresholds between scenes with a deadband for
daylighting. These efforts will allow the
“what” in data exchange to be more poignant
and efficient with respect to lighting.

BACnet web services
One of the biggest changes in the 2016 publication of the BACnet standard was the addition of BACnet Web Services. The addition
was so monumental it could have been its
own new standard. These services help every
BAS, including networked lighting systems,
exchange data in ways suited for the world
LEDsmagazine.com
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of IoT communications. Made for an enterprise-level architecture, BACnet Web Services
uses a REST (Representational State Transfer)
based service model. The standard defines a
Control System Modeling Language (CSML)
using a choice of XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) or JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) as a common data format for defining, transmitting, and storing data.
The data model and services are protocol
independent and can be used to model data
from any source including support for data
types beyond building control system data
such as PDFs, CSV (comma separated values), etc. The standard, however, presents a
clear path and guide for modeling the BACnet devices and objects within a device using
the BACnet communications we know today
while adding semantic tagging and descriptions represented in the data model. Then, it
uses either a URL or zipped typed files called
xdd described within the standard to communicate machine to machine (M2M) or
machine to human (M2H).

Components
for PCBs

SMD
Terminal Blocks
made by BJB
For LED PCBs Connect with the best

Conclusion
This article gives a technical overview on how
BACnet communication for control, monitoring, and analytics between the BMS/EMS and
a networked lighting system might work. The
article should give the reader the knowledge
to help identify companies that understand
the fundamentals of the 1600-plus-page standard, as well as understanding the philosophy
vendors use in what and how they choose to
communicate their attributes and the optimized path for integration. Unless you are
already fully versed on the 61 BACnet objects
and 41 services in the BACnet standard, this
knowledge will help you achieve the results
required by the end user.
A detailed SOO always needs to be specified. That SOO is not for the functionality of
the networked lighting system but a separate SOO for how the networked lighting system interacts with the BMS/EMS. The SOO
must answer questions like whose timeclock
should control lights — the networked lighting system or BMS/EMS, and how much and
what data is to be shared between the systems, and will the BMS/EMS poll for that
data or will the networked lighting system
provide real-time feedback? Basically the
SOO answers the question, where does the
logic lie for each lighting operation?
FEBRUARY 2017
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conference | STRATEGIES IN LIGHT EUROPE

Keynotes cover smart lighting, business
models, and LED technology at SIL Europe
The opening keynote session at Strategies in Light Europe featured three strikingly different topics,
reports MAURY WRIGHT, with the first focused on the smart lighting revolution, the second discussing
financing the LED revolution in general, and the third looking at the state of the LED component
sector with a keen eye toward the general-lighting application.

T

he co-located Strategies in Light (SIL)
Europe, LuxLive, and lightspace dot
london events took place Nov. 23–24
in London at the ExCel convention venue, and
closed the 2016 year in the LED and lighting
sectors with the future outlook for the industries looking promising. Here we will focus on
the SIL Europe conference sessions, although
we also have a few photos from the exhibition
space (Fig. 1). As you might expect these days,
the conference was heavy on smart lighting
and Internet of Things (IoT) talks, although
frankly there was a broad mix of compelling
talks on everything from LED components to
business models and financing, and new and
emerging applications for solid-state lighting (SSL). Simply consider the three keynotes
that we will cover in detail. The themes were
smart lighting followed by financing LED
projects and closed with a talk on LED technology and applications.

Osram and smart lighting
Geert van der Meer, CEO of Osram’s Digital
Systems Business Unit, led off the opening
keynote session with the stated mission of
discussing the IoT in lighting (Fig. 2). And
van der Meer began by describing the slow
revolution that society has experienced since
the Internet came into widespread use in
1995. Specifically, he said the Internet has
changed the way we communicate and in
fact changed behavior in general, especially
among young people.
He showed a photo of a group of young
adults having dinner, and each of the eight
or so diners was looking at a mobile phone.
He said, “Rather than interacting with
each other, they would rather play with
LEDsmagazine.com
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FIG. 1. The adjacent Strategies in Light and LuxLive exhibitions included everything

from top LED manufacturers to stalwarts of the global lighting industry, and the IoT
theme pervaded throughout.
their cellphones and make sure they look
great on Facebook.”
The message was that technology is having a dramatic influence on how we behave.
And that behavioral change in turn impacts
the infrastructure that we as society use. For
example, there has been a tremendous change
in terms of where the population lives globally with young people in particular preferring city environments. That same demographic also prefers a mobile lifestyle whether
in terms of communications or work. These
societal trends led van der Meer to suggest
that the world needs a smart infrastructure
to support the trends. Moreover, he said the
smart infrastructure is becoming affordable essentially due to Moore’s Law and the
cheap yet powerful semiconductors and ICs
that power everything from smartphones to
communication networks.

Cloud computing
One technology that van der Meer singled
out is cloud computing, and he asked the
audience, “Are you ready for the big data
explosion?” He said that explosion would
start simple but then evolve rapidly, just as
society experienced with the mobile phone.
“It will change how we as people are behaving and living,” said van der Meer.
Moving on, van der Meer turned his attention to the smart infrastructure that will
ultimately enable technology change. And
he zeroed in on smart homes, smart buildings, and smart cities.
Smart homes will happen, according to
van der Meer, but that technology will be
relatively simple and involve a relatively
modest number of IoT nodes. Smart buildings are both much more complex and offer
more potential for companies to profit.
FEBRUARY 2017
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He said there is some smart
There are technology obsta- lighting system,” said van der Meer. The
infrastructure in buildings
cles to going beyond the room Osram Encelium system deployed is wiretoday with building managelevel, especially for lighting. less, based on ZigBee, and uses wireless conment systems, but noted that
Latency, for example, remains trollers that van der Meer showed easily fitin the coming years it would
an issue, according to van der ting in the palm of his hand. Each controller
be a rapidly growing opporMeer. People are accustomed can link to 100 nodes with nodes being sentunity for new technology
to throwing a switch and expe- sors, switches, luminaires, and more. “Simdeployment. “We will see the
riencing immediate actions ple” was how van der Meer described the elelargest penetration of smart
such as having the lights ments of the system with a sensor, switch,
lighting into the smart buildswitch on. Some network-han- controller, and radio for a luminaire all fitings,” said van der Meer.
dled triggers and actions, espe- ting in his jacket pocket.
Again, van der Meer looked FIG. 2. Geert van der
cially with control in the cloud,
Data security has been addressed in the
to the past to chronicle how Meer of Osram led off
could take minutes to come building, according to van der Meer. He said
buildings have changed. Over the Strategies in Light
to fruition. So local control Osram added a proprietary security layer to
the last 40 years, he said, the keynote session.
remains necessary as an over- the ZigBee stack. He said the security implebuilding industry has done a
ride even if programmatic cen- mentation has the endorsement of the US GSA
great job in reducing energy usage— slash- tralized controls are implemented.
(General Services Administration) that has
ing the per-square-meter consumption by
approved the implementation for use in gov50%. Unfortunately, he said people need much Data security issues lurk
ernment buildings in the US. “The issues that
more space in a building today. The square Data security, of course, is also a prime con- we have indicated can be solved and people
meters of space per person has increased by cern with a smart building, especially as are working on it,” said van der Meer.
200% over the same 40 years.
lighting, HVAC, building security, and other
systems are linked. “Many people will try to Monetizing smart lighting
Connected buildings
hijack your building,” said van der Meer. Of course, the discussion invariably turned to
The net effect in buildings is that energy Ironically, some desired elements of a smart the issue of how companies can make money
use has continued to escalate, and the only building can also be a security issue. The in the smart building sector. And the concluanswer is smart infrastructure for a number industry needs standard interoperable net- sion was that lighting companies have the
of reasons. Presenting what he called a model works, but then van der Meer said that fact greatest opportunity. Research van der Meer
for smart buildings (Fig. 3), van der Meer means the “bad guys know how things work presented from US Department of Energy
described the evolution of the infrastructure in the building.” But the building industry (DOE) partner Navigant showed that HVAC
relative to lighting. First there was just power can implement data security just as IT net- and building security are larger sectors today,
and switches. Buildings
have already evolved to
Central
Central data analytics to create relevant
BMS server, cloud data
control
information and trigger building-wide actions services
having widespread use
of room-level sensors
Communication networks to transmit data
Wi-Fi network, bus
Network
(across various levels: room, floor, building)
systems, etc.
and enabling control of
lighting for occupancy
Local
Local triggering of actions (e.g., on
Thermostat, light
operation
product/room level)
dimmer, etc.
and daylight harvesting.
Capturing data about condition/state of a
Sensors (temperature,
The building industry
Sensing
room or product via sensors
CO2, occupancy, etc.)
is in the early stages of
Individual product providing service or action Light, HVAC, etc.
networking the rooms of
Action
to building user/owner
a building. And centralAccess to and control of power as prerequisite Power lines and plugs,
Power
ized control capabilities
control gears (ECGs)
for operation/actions
must be layered on top
of those networks. He
Smart world: New capabilities needed to enable smart buildings
noted that other buildOld world: Prerequisite in “conventional buildings”
ing systems including
HVAC (heating, ventila- FIG. 3. A model for smart buildings presented by van der Meer shows the progression of the IoT into the sector.
tion, and air conditioning) and security are going through a similar work operators have done so.
but smart lighting in buildings is projected
transition. In all cases, the fully smart infraAs proof that the smart building goal is to grow much faster than the other systems.
structure will require more sensors, more attainable, van der Meer used the 42-floor Sensors and luminaires with integral netcapable and interoperable networks, and most Ernst & Young office building in Toronto, works are the biggest opportunities for profits.
significantly more data analytics to mine data Canada that is slated to open in June 2017.
For the profit opportunity to happen,
and trigger relevant actions.
“That whole building has one integrated however, technology is not enough. The
56
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lighting industry must address the needs
of the customer — the building owner. And
energy efficiency alone is not enough of a
benefit. There are four primary needs of
the building owner that smart lighting can
address, according to van der Meer:
• Fullfill regulatory/basic requirements
• Reduce operating cost or TCO (total cost
of ownership)
• Improve operational efficiency
• Enhance end-user experience
The lighting industry has always focused
on the first two of the above requirements or
what van der Meer termed the classical use
cases. And of course the energy efficiency of
LEDs is a major factor in reducing TCO. Ironically, van der Meer said lighting loses relevance with the building owner after an LED
retrofit, because the energy cost attributable
to lighting drops to such a low percentage of
building energy use. So the lighting industry must develop a strong value proposition
to the last two needs from above to maintain
and grow relevance.
Indeed, lighting can address those needs.
For example, improved productivity of the
workforce increases operational efficiency.
And as we have covered before, lighting networks can also enable optimum space utilization through occupancy detection and
analytics. User experience can be enhanced
by lighting tuned for health and wellbeing
and by providing indoor navigation services. Osram announced its entry into the
indoor positioning space in March 2016
(http://bit.ly/1R5Y3tY).

The 3-30-300 model
To provide a basis for understanding the
opportunity in smart lighting, van der Meer
introduced what he called the 3-30-300 rule
with a visual image of a pyramid with 3 at the
peak, 30 in the middle, and 300 at the base. He
said when a lighting company is selling a project based on energy savings, that company is
working in the €3/m2 level, basically the cost
of energy per square meter. “The nice thing
would be if you could work on the €30/m2
level,” said van der Meer. He said that level is
what tenants typically pay for rent in a building. And it would be even better to work at the
€300/m2 level where people or employee cost
is part of the equation.
To dramatize the rule, van der Meer suggested a case where you could deliver a 3%
58
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Global lighting market estimated at >£100B by 2020

FIG. 4. Dominic Noel-Johnson of the UK’s Green Investment Bank said the LED sector

is past the early adopter phase but needs third-party investment capital to realize the
£100 billion potential.
improvement at each of the three levels. A 3%
improvement in energy efficiency saves a business €3000. But improving space utilization by
3% delivers €30,000 in savings. And enhancing personal efficiency by 3% yields €300,000 in
savings. The 30 and 300 levels represent what
the IoT means for lighting manufacturers and
how they can monetize the technology.

Financing the revolution
Dominic Noel-Johnson, vice president of
energy efficiency at Green Investment Bank
(GIB) in the UK, presented the second keynote, entitled “Financing the lighting revolution.” The presentation began with a graph
that illustrates the adoption curve for LEDbased lighting (Fig. 4). “In the LED market
you are clearly past the early adopter stage,”
said Noel-Johnson. “You have crossed the
chasm.” He said the US market is 28% LED
at present. In the UK, he said, the LED sector is growing at 40% year over year. He commented that the industry is in solid shape
from the technology perspective, and has
manufacturing in place to support growth.
“The bad news from my side is the financing side of that is just almost in the absolute
infancy at this stage,” said Noel-Johnson.
Specifically, he was speaking of the thirdparty financing or institutional capital from
sources like pension funds and infrastructure investors. Participation in the SSL sector by such sources of capital could significantly accelerate LED adoption.
His presentation moved to answer the
question “How do we initiate the growth
of third-party financing into the LED mar-

ket?” He said some people might argue that
the industry is doing quite well without
such financing. But referring back to his
chart that projected the value of the lighting market at £100 billion ($122 billion) in
2020, he said, “That requires very large and
deep pools of capital to propel and finance
these actual capital investments.”
Noel-Johnson said that over the next 15
years, the normal replacement cycle of lighting would move the world to LED technology. But he added, “Why wait when we can
do that now?” Capital will enable bigger
projects and a broader base of organizations
that can afford both energy-efficiency retrofits and projects such as networked lighting
that enables other services.

Green Investment Bank
The GIB is a startup operation launched by
the UK government four years ago to accelerate the UK transition to a green economy.
We have covered a number of GIB-backed SSL
projects including a major retrofit of car-park
lighting back in 2014 (http://bit.ly/2chPfTW).
The GIB has made around £100 million
($122 million) in investments for LED lighting
projects over four years; Noel-Johnson speculated that the number represents 5–10% of
all third-party financing of lighting in the
UK during that time. That places the total
invested in the UK between £250 million and
£500 million ($304–$608 million). While those
numbers sound large, Noel-Johnson said they
are small in terms of third-party capital. And
he said the small number means financiers
and institutional investors don’t care about
LEDsmagazine.com
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the LED sector yet because it’s just too small.
Furthermore, he said manufacturers would
struggle to structure deals to interest such
investors. Most of the financing of LED lighting projects to date has been from corporate
sources, according to Noel-Johnson.
Diving deeper into third-party financing, Noel-Johnson said deals have included
finance leases, which are traditionally on
a company’s balance sheet, and operating
leases, which are typically off balance sheet.
He noted that energy service agreements
(ESAs) are a growing option for off-balancesheet deals. The source of funds might be
lighting manufacturers and energy services
companies (ESCOs). But the International
Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) promulgated by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) has issued IFRS 16
that will shift operating leases to on balance
sheet starting in 2019. That will make ESAs
and similar vehicles such as energy performance contracts (EPCs) more important and
will be the primary method that GIB uses to
invest in lighting.

Energy service agreements
Indeed, ESAs — which might be called
energy as a service or lighting as a service —
will be the next big thing, according to NoelJohnson. He said such an approach has been
around for a while but has yet to unlock the
potential of the market (see our feature on p.
73). In such a deal, the third party owns the
assets and the customer pays for the service
via energy savings — Noel-Johnson termed it
“pay as you save.” Most often the third party
maintains and operates the asset and takes
on the performance risk; that is the element
that differentiates the ESA from a lease.
ESAs sound great, so why aren’t more in
place? There are many reasons, according to
Noel-Johnson, starting with trust issues. And
many business owners just don’t consider
their lighting as being part of the value chain
of their business. Others see the deals as too
complex or believe them too good to be true.
The good news, according to Noel-Johnson, is that there is precedent in industry for
an ESA-like transition. He said the softwareas-a-service concept faced similar chal-
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lenges ten years ago. The widely-used Salesforce software platform is a prime example
and has become a vital part of many corporations’ business practices.
What the lighting-as-a-service concept
needs, according to Noel-Johnson, is a market
disruptor — a newcomer that fundamentally
changes the playing field. He mentioned Uber,
Airbnb, and Salesforce as examples from
other industries. All share the same basic
model — transport as a service, accommodations as a service, etc. He said such a disruptor should unlock a lot of potential for lighting manufacturers. The disruptor will need to
bring a simple concept, innovative technology
and business model, and a trustworthy proposition. That type of a presence would bring
more capital into lighting from GIB and other
third-party investors.

LED technology and applications
Falk Meissner, chief strategy officer at
Lumileds, delivered the final keynote (Fig.
5). He sought to provide a view of the LED
and lighting market from an upstream
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player or LED manufacturer perspective.
Meissner started with a chart that documented the growth of the packaged LED
market, a chart very much like what you
might see in one of our articles covering
Strategies Unlimited market reports such as
after Strategies in Light 2016 in California
(http://bit.ly/23pdqDC).
Lumileds had charted double-digit
growth in the 11% range for LED manufacturers over the years leading up to 2014.
Then the market went almost flat at around
2% through 2016. Meissner said Lumileds
expects growth to return to a 5% range
through 2020. The flat period was largely
caused by oversupply. And the shallower
growth going forward will be paced by midpower and/or lower-cost LEDs.
Still, Lumileds is optimistic about its prospects in the LED space. To understand the LED
sector, Meissner looked back at the history of
the cellphone market. He recounted that a
McKinsey study for AT&T in 1980 suggested
that the US market for such phones would
top out at 900,000 in 2000. Clearly that was
a shortsighted projection. Things like small
form factor, long battery life, and new applications have driven a mobile phone boom.

FIG. 5. Falk Meissner of Lumileds said

the LED industry still needs consolidation
to take place, but projected many
positives in the future, driven by
technology advancement, for top LED
manufacturers.
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FIG. 6. The SIL Europe exhibit space featured compelling demonstrations of enabling

technologies such as optics from Khatod.
Learning from mobile communications
The mobile phone industry also underwent
tremendous consolidation, both in terms of
phone manufacturers and network service
providers. And in consolidation, Meissner sees
similarity with where the LED space needs to
evolve. Moreover, LEDs share some other highlevel traits that mobile phones experienced.
Performance continues to increase. There is a
trend to miniaturization and integration. There
are new form factors. And a new ecosystem is
forming to support the industry — digital lighting or smart lighting in the case of LEDs.
Focusing in on the potential of consolidation, Meissner first considered the general
semiconductor industry. He noted the recent
Qualcomm acquisition of NXP for $39 billion
and prior deals such as Intel acquiring Altera,
and Avago acquiring Broadcom. He said the
IC sector is fully into a consolidation mode.
Meissner sees that the LED industry is at
an earlier stage in terms of consolidation.
He said the deals seen in the LED sector are
relatively small, such as the Kaistar acquisition of Bridgelux in 2015 (http://bit.ly/1M
GOFzp). Of course, Lumileds’ acquisition by
Apollo Global Management would happen
three weeks after Meissner’s presentation
(http://bit.ly/2j6E87a).
Still, Meissner’s point is clear. The Bridgelux acquisition was valued at only $130 million. Largely the moves have been among
Tier 2 players with the exception of Tier 1

Cree taking a stake in Lextar for $83 million (http://bit.ly/1FAFonY). Meissner said
the closest thing to a consolidation move
was Epistar buying Forepi for $435 million in
2014, and consolidating the die or chip business (http://bit.ly/2j7Rq42). The top seven
LED players have traded positions in terms
of market share, but have remained the same
names. And the so-called others behind the
top seven have gained market share in aggregate, leading Meissner to say that the market
is still fragmenting rather than consolidating.

Better times for LED makers
There are other indicators of better times
for at least the top LED makers. Meissner
showed a graph of liquidity or liquid assets
divided by liabilities for the top seven
Chinese LED manufacturers. Only two can
cover short-term liabilities, and only one is
trending in the positive direction. He said,
“The industry needs to change to come to
financial health.” Ultimately, Meissner still
expects consolidation to balance supply and
demand down the road.
The growth driver will continue to be general lighting. Meissner said the world needs
more light and more efficient lighting. And he
cited the opportunity in smart lighting. But
the biggest near-term opportunity is simply
replacing legacy sources. LED penetration
will only be in the 15% range in 2020 in most
regions around the globe, according to MeissLEDsmagazine.com
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ner, when you only consider luminaires.
Lumileds is also among the strongest
players in the automotive lighting market,
and that fact is another reason for an optimistic outlook for the LED maker. Meissner said there had already been mass adoption of LED technology in daytime running
lights. But he still characterized the headlamp market as just moving into mass
adoption of LEDs, leaving much room for
Lumileds to grow sales in that application.

integration of LED technology with electronics. Specifically, he was talking about a more
highly integrated and smaller light engine
that combines LEDs with driver electronics,
and even connectivity and intelligence in a
tiny form factor. He said such a move by LED
manufacturers can improve light quality and
simplify design and manufacturing for luminaire manufacturers. On-chip or micro optics
may also come to fruition going forward.

New markets and applications
Integration and miniaturization
Meissner returned to the general semiconductor industry to make one last point about
positive trends for LEDs. He noted the long
history of integration in the industry and
packing more functionality into smaller
packages. “We see something similar for
LEDs in the Lumileds illumination portfolio,” said Meissner. Lumileds, of course, has
been in the forefront of the move to chip-scale
packages (CSPs), which is primarily a miniaturization play (http://bit.ly/1QvMEnx).
Going forward, Meissner expects to see the

Overall, the trends in packaged LEDs can
open up new markets beyond just replacing
light points, according to Meissner. He mentioned human-centric lighting (HCL) as an
example; others include horticultural lighting and lighting embedded in fabrics and
building materials.
Concluding, Meissner talked about the ecosystem for LED lighting, how it’s changing,
and how to drive it forward. The lighting market was vertically integrated and simple. The
future needs an ecosystem that supports concepts such as smart lighting, and new busi-
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ness models such as the lighting-as-a-service
concept mentioned earlier. Meissner said we
need new channels to support the market for
smart lighting, including system integrators
and players in big data.
The key to the final thoughts by Meissner
was the statement: “This is not a pie we just
try to cut differently. This is a vastly growing
pie. The total amount of value creation in the
ecosystem is actually dramatically going up.”
Indeed, the keynotes at SIL Europe concluded with what was a recurring theme at
events we covered throughout 2016. The lighting industry is pinning its future on connected
lighting and the IoT. The retrofit-for-energy
business will continue for some time. But connected lighting and new applications and services can open all new avenues to profits for
those companies willing and capable of solving
the challenges ahead. Now we look to 2017 and
Strategies in Light in the US coming Feb. 28
(see p. 67 for our preview and visit strategiesin
light.com). And the SIL Europe and LuxLive
events will return in the fall of 2017 with yet
another bustling exhibition (Fig. 6).
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Implement overvoltage protection for
safe operation of LED street lighting
Outdoor SSL products operate in a decidedly harsh environment with frequent overvoltage spikes,
explains PIOTR DUDEK, yet he provides a framework for driver specification that can allow reliable
operation even in areas with frequent lightning strikes.

E

nergy-efficient LED light sources and
associated electronic control gear or
drivers offer numerous benefits such as
long life, reduced maintenance, and controllable beam patterns in outdoor area-lighting
applications such as street lights, but the outdoor application is environmentally harsh. In
contrast to the situation with indoor lighting,
the problem of possible overvoltages or surge
voltages has to be addressed in the case of
street lighting. A surge protection concept
tailored to combat 10-kV spikes between L/N
(line/neutral) and earth and 6 kV between L
and N is therefore absolutely essential.
The move to LED-based solid-state lighting (SSL) offers tremendous potential benefits to municipalities. Operating and maintenance costs for public lighting account
for a large proportion of the energy costs of
municipal and local authorities, but there is
enormous potential for savings to be made
in lighting applications by replacing conventional light sources with LED light sources.
But LEDs are different from traditional light
sources. The LEDs that are operated at low
voltages and the electronic control gear that
drives the LEDs are more susceptible to overvoltage conditions than are HID lamps and
ballasts. Therefore, a retrofit to outdoor SSL
products can only succeed if sufficient attention is given to protecting LED street lights
against overvoltage conditions.
There are a variety of potential causes of
overvoltage conditions:
• Switching operations in the power supply
system or in nearby industrial facilities
• Electrostatic discharges, during maintenance work, for example
PIOTR DUDEK is segment manager of outdoor

and industry lighting at Tridonic (tridonic.com).
LEDsmagazine.com
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FIG. 1. The graph illustrates that overvoltage events related to lightning strikes are a

far more significant risk for reliable street-light operation compared to other sources
of surge voltage.
• Lightning strikes on the LED street light
or the power supply cable
• Lightning strikes in the vicinity, leading
to galvanic or inductive coupling
Small overvoltage conditions have little effect even on unprotected LED modules
but frequent overvoltage events may have
an adverse effect on the life of the LED light
sources. Large overvoltages, such as those produced by a lightning strike, may well instantly
destroy the LED modules or electronic control
gear of several LED street lights.

Lightning remains primary risk
Overvoltages due to switching operations in
power-supply systems often occur between
phase and neutral — in other words, between
L and N or differential-mode interference.
They reach peak values of 6 kV and affect only
the control gear. Standard control gear therefore has built-in surge protection of 4–6 kV so

these overvoltage events are absorbed with no
impact to longevity and reliability.
Surge voltages due to lightning strikes are
much more difficult to calculate. Fig. 1 generalizes the surge voltage risks. From lightning,
the risks primarily occur between the power
lines (L/N) and earth (PE) — differential-mode
interference — and can quickly reach several
tens of kilovolts. The result is an induced voltage that can destroy the lights in entire street
runs. The risk of lightning strikes is not the
same everywhere, however. There are strong
regional differences. The lightning ground
flash density Ng, which defines the number
of lightning strikes per square kilometer and
year, is 1 in Belgium and 150 in South Africa,
for example. Such regional differences therefore have to be taken into consideration.

Focus on protection classes
Due to environmental variability, the industry
FEBRUARY 2017
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has developed different protection classes to
which LED luminaires can be designed. And
before we consider these classes, remember
that an LED lighting system consists of the
luminaire housing (also known as the lamp/
luminaire head on street lights), the LED
module with an optical system for directing the light (lenses, reflectors), and the electronic control gear for supplying the LED
Application Class I
Metal lamp head with
protective earth

In Protection Class II, a distinction is made
between designs featuring a luminaire head
made of metal and ones in which the luminaire head is made from a non-conductive
material. In the case of a luminaire head
made of metal, it is best to provide equipotential bonding between the control gear and
the LED module to prevent potential drag and
therefore increased surge voltages. Even if the

Application Class II
Metal lamp head with
equipotential connection

Application Class II
Lamp head with
non-conductive materials
or no equipotential
connection

Metal lamp head and
metal core of the LED PCB
are connected to the LED
driver via equipotential
connector

All touchable parts of the
system are either made of
non-conductive materials
or insulated according to
Safety Class II

PE

All luminaire parts have a
proper and defined
connection to the
protective earth (PE)
The metal parts of the LED
module create a parasitic
capacitance to PE

FIG. 2. The lighting industry has long used protection classes to define how outdoor

light fixtures are protected against overvoltage events.
module with appropriate power. The classes
are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Luminaires in Protection Class I are
designed so that all the conductive parts have
a defined connection to protective earth. A
good surge-protection concept combats 10
kV between L/N and earth and 6 kV between
L and N. This level of protection is tested to
IEC61000-4-5 and will withstand even multiple overvoltage events. It is therefore recommended that, wherever possible, luminaires
in Protection Class I should be used because
in accordance with relevant standards high
voltages should be compensated only with a
protective earth.
For historical reasons, however, most of the
street lighting in Europe falls in Protection
Class II. In luminaires in Protection Class II,
all of the live parts have protective insulation
but there is no defined connection to the protective earth. Surge protection devices (surge
arresters) must not compromise the protective insulation in accordance with IEC6164311 even for the very short timespans of a lightning strike. Optimum surge protection in the
form of a conductor connected to the metal
housing or to earth is therefore not possible
in a Protection Class II luminaire.
64
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luminaire head is connected to earth via the
mast, this connection may have a high or
undefined impedance and the system has to
be provided with appropriate insulation in
accordance with Protection Class II.
If the luminaire head is made of non-conductive material, all the exposed parts must
also be made of non-conductive material or
be insulated in accordance with Protection
Class II. Equipotential bonding is not necessary here. The weakest link here is the LED
module and it depends on the insulation
material and its thickness as to whether surge
protection of 10 kV can be achieved. Without
reliable surge protection, the light sources
may be subject to premature aging and even
complete failure.

Recommendations for reliable
surge protection
According to the ZVEI, the Central Association
for the German Electrical and Electronics
Industry, the requirement for surge protection
up to 10 kV for luminaires in Protection Class
II is being included in more and more tenders
for street lighting projects. If there is an option
of converting the lighting to Protection Class I
then this would be the best solution.

Defining common
terms for overvoltage
conditions
Protective earth: Protective earth is
defined as earthing of one or more points
in a system or installation or component
for the purposes of electrical safety. This
is generally understood to be the electrical
connection of all the metal parts, which
are easily accessible to touch and which
do not belong to the operating current
circuit (i.e., inactive metal parts) to ground
potential to prevent high contact voltages
at the conductive components (e.g., the
housing) in the event of a fault.
Functional earth/equipotential: In
contrast to the protective earth, the
functional earth or operational earth is
provided not for the sake of safety or to
protect people but to ensure trouble-free
operation of electrical installations. The
functional earth can reliably protect against
interference currents. The functional earth
also provides common reference potentials
between electrical devices.
Protection Class I: Electrical devices
in Protection Class I have a protective
earth. Connecting the protective earth
to the device housing ensures that in the
event of a fault, fault current is routed to
ground potential via the protective earth
conductor.
Protection Class II: Equipment in
Protection Class II has reinforced or
double insulation between the mains
circuit and the output voltage or metal
casing. Even if the equipment has
conductive surfaces, they are protected
by good insulation against contact with
other live parts.
Otherwise, there are high-quality drivers for LED luminaires such as the Premium Outdoor Drivers from Tridonic. The
LCA one4all C PRE OTD is a dimmable constant-current LED driver including surge
protection against fluctuations in voltage that result from switching operations
in the power supply system and that occur
between L and N. The drivers also offer surge
protection up to 10 kV between the power
lines (L and N) and earth. This level of protection is tested to IEC61000-4-5 and will
LEDsmagazine.com
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withstand even multiple overvoltage events.
There are a number of approaches to implementing surge protection in a driver. Tridonic
has developed a special voltage-splitting
arrangement in the driver based on different
capacitors to ensure that even in the case of
high input transients a maximum of only 500V
reaches the output side of the driver. Most of
the voltage is dissipated from the power side
to the output side. For regions with only low
to average frequency of lightning strikes, control gear with 10 kV offers high surge protection, which previously could only be achieved
with an additional surge module in the luminaire head. This is no longer permitted in Protection Class II luminaires, however.
Lightning strikes that occur within a radius
of 150m from an LED street light can no longer
affect the reliable operation of the LED module. If lightning strikes a luminaire directly,
and assuming an LED luminaire spacing of
30m, the first five luminaires would fail but
not the luminaires in an entire street run. Fig.
3 depicts how the impact of a lightning strike
varies relative to the distance from the strike.

A tailored concept for greater safety
For regions with a high incidence of lightning strikes, a surge arrester in the main
power distributor for the lighting system is
recommended in addition to a robust driver
design or, if the distributor is too far away, in
the cable junction box. These external overvoltage devices must be tested in accordance
with EN 61643-11 and matched to the integrated surge protection in the luminaire —
in other words, in the control gear.
As high-voltage tests on LED street lights in
accordance with ÖVE/ÖNORM EN 61547 at the
certified AIT (Austrian Institute of Technology) have shown, compliance with the usual
testing standards is not sufficient to guarantee
the operational reliability of outdoor lighting
installations. Actual practice shows that lamp
failures occur even if the requirements of the
standard are met, in some cases at overvoltage
levels of only 2–4 kV.
In contrast to the standard tests, the tests
carried out by the AIT involved increasing
the voltage until the devices were destroyed.
The results generally match the experiences from actual practice. Surge protection
equipment only functions reliably if all the
elements in the entire system are matched
to one another. The higher the dielectric
LEDsmagazine.com
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strength (surge and
Voltage potential (kV)
ESD) between L and N
Area protected by
Luminaire mast (Lm)1
160
Driver PRE OTD from Tridonic
and also between L/N
159.32 kV
140
≥6 kV
and earth (PE), the
≥8 kV
120
Lm 2
better the LED light
39.32 kV
100
≥10 kV
sources will be able to
Lm 9
80
Lm 7
Lm 3
Lm 5
6.14 kV
withstand overvoltage
8.16
kV
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11.99 kV
60
Lm 8
Lm 10
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events during actual
5.60 kV
15.36 kV
40
9.67 kV
operation.
20
0
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ers or even specifiers in
Distance from lightning strike (m)
municipalities and utilities should ensure that FIG. 3. The graph shows how the impact of a lightning surge
the drivers installed in decreases with distance from a strike, but one strike can
a street light project are potentially damage multiple street lights.
a match for the local
environment. There are drivers that cross rated for 100,000 hours of life, can be dimmed
the application spectrum in terms of power to 10%, and can optionally be combined with
and therefore lumen output. For example, networked controls. Municipalities that do
the aforementioned Tridonic Premium Out- their overvoltage homework should reap the
door line includes products at six power lev- benefits of SSL — including low energy usage
els ranging from 30W to 150W. All are tested and long life with low maintenance requirein accordance with IEC-916000-4-5, feature ments that can deliver tremendous lifecycle
asymmetrical surge protection to 10 kV, are cost benefits relative to legacy sources.

Make your own IES files
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Celebrating a Year
of Innovation
With over 100 product submissions, it all comes down to just one night!
Join us to find out who the winners will be!
MARCH 1, 2017 | 7:30 PM - 11:00 PM | CITY NATIONAL GROVE OF ANAHEIM

Elegance.
A black tie affair - 7:30 PM - 11:00 PM at the
City National Grove in Anaheim, CA

Entertainment.
Provided throughout the evening

Awards.
Over 16 Sapphire Awards and the Illumineer of the Year
Award will be given, will it be you or your company?

THIS IS THE ONE EVENT OF THE YEAR YOU CANNOT MISS!
Purchase tickets today at LEDsMagazine.com/SapphireAwards
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Strategies in Light and The LED Show
build upon trending SSL topics
In Anaheim this year, the conference program will deliver powerful presentations that prove the
lighting industry is motivated to innovate beyond general illumination. CARRIE MEADOWS outlines the
vision of the conference chairs and shares additional highlights from speakers.

A

ddressing the entire spectrum of
the lighting business, the co-located Strategies in Light (SIL) and
The LED Show event (Feb. 28–Mar. 2, 2017)
moves to Anaheim, CA and has undergone
an evolution in content including the addition of the architectural lighing-focused Lightspace
California event. While still delivering the latest breakthroughs in
LED components and manufacturing processes and technology, the conference will address a number of solid-state
lighting (SSL) applications that have been
advancing over the past few years.
A market that once was driven by the
uptake of energy-efficient lighting technology has grown beyond the ability to reduce
energy and maintenance costs. As co-chair
Bob Steele notes, the SIL and The LED Show
audiences have also grown and matured
beyond their initial silos of component manufacturer/system developer and the end-user
community. “Both of these audiences are
interested in the latest trends in the lighting
market, emerging technologies, application
economics, and, in general, the future evolution of the LED lighting industry,” said Steele.
As such, the content focus of both programs
has been steered toward newer applications
that can benefit from LED-based solutions:
smart lighting, buildings, and cities; horticultural lighting; and human-centric lighting, also known as circadian lighting or more
broadly, lighting for health and wellbeing.
The disruption in the lighting market by upstart movements like the Internet of Things (IoT) has motivated a significant update to the conference. Co-chair
Philip Smallwood, who provides some context on the connected lighting program
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on p. 80, explained that the uncertainty of
what smart lighting can bring to the table is
what makes it so exciting and, yes, disruptive. “While lighting controls can further
decrease energy consumption, the cost ben-

efit of connecting lighting once LEDs have
been installed is minimal,” said Smallwood.
“There are lots of questions surrounding the
true benefits around smart lighting, which
are more subtle and qualitative in nature.
We are really looking to cover developments
in the market that showcase and quantify
the hidden benefits of connected lighting.”
James Highgate, founder of The LED Show
and co-chair of the conference, added that
“We have several other industries that can
add their particular technology into the
lighting plot, making the illumination portion trivial.” Citing data collection using SSL
fixtures as the vehicle, standalone interactive smart bulbs, and value-added components such as cameras and speakers, Highgate concluded, “The lighting industry as a
whole can see the writing on the wall and
[is] either shifting with the times or consolidating to partner with ‘outside’ companies,
trying to stay relevant.”
Speaker Rita Renner, director of global marketing at Echelon Corporation, has delivered
an interesting case study on smart outdoor
lighting, citing how a smart city can be a safe
city with an intelligent, adaptable LED streetlight infrastructure at its core. Echelon is
known for network technology that integrates
sensing, monitoring, and control of machines

and other electronics, and is one example of
the IoT crossover between the lighting industry and information/networking technology
specialists (p. 68). Renner and George Denise
of Oracle Corporation will present the results
of outdoor smart lighting and controls projects, including the latest
research on safety, at SIL.
The conference chairs agreed
that the development of value-added technologies and services will continue to bring new opportunities to the LED and lighting market. Some
may include data acquisition and analysis,
such as that used in indoor-location services. Others may play a role based more on
the experience that the light itself delivers,
such as with tunable lighting technology.
Tunable lighting can achieve both experiential objectives with a lighting design and
human biological objectives from a scientific
point of view, as you can see via an interview
with Tangensys Consulting’s Brent York (p.
70) and in a piece by Mariana Figueiro of the
Lighting Research Center (p. 68).
Although Steele pointed out that “all
lighting is basically human-centric, unless
it is for applications such as plant growth,”
Smallwood expanded on that thread, indicating that the interest in the latest research
on using light to affect human biology over
the last several years has ramped up. “The
increased understanding of the effect light
has on the human body is something that
could further revolutionize the market.
While there is a lot of unreliable information on the impact different light can have
on people, once the science has progressed
sufficiently and once enough case studies
have been conducted, it is hoped lighting
will be used to positively impact producFEBRUARY 2017
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tivity, health, comfort, and safety, to name
a few. It is our goal to showcase the most
up-to-date science and studies and educate
the industry on exactly what is known about
this subject matter.”
The conference chairs and advisory board
continue to pursue emerging topics for the
lighting community that could develop into
new markets. Other notable topics at this
year’s conference will include technologies
and applications of non-visible light (ultraviolet and infrared), LED-based horticultural
lighting, and laser sources for lighting. The
conference program at Strategies in Light and
The LED Show will consist of four tracks: Market & Applications, Smart Lighting, Advanced
Technology, and The LED Show. Visit strategiesinlight.com for more information on the
conference and exhibition.

•

Network upgrades provide the perfect
turning point for smart cities
It’s no secret that telecommunications providers are retiring their 2G networks, with
many of the shutdowns starting in 2017 and
ending in 2019. The 2G networks were primarily used for voice traffic until the advent
of IoT applications which spiked voice, video,
and data traffic, taxing the bandwidth of
those networks. The coming upgrade of
telco networks is intended to improve performance and speed for IoT applications
with regard to downloading video, streaming data from alarm solutions, sending feeds
from car dash cameras, etc. However, the
upgrade will not be welcomed by everyone.
Many state and local governments depend
on the 2G networks as the backbone for the
communication systems throughout their
cities. The network upgrades will put the
onus on them to upgrade their infrastructures to align with the coming 3G and 4G
networks, or be left behind.
Network connectivity experts can help
municipalities leverage their street-light
infrastructure as their new network backbone, which can save each city hundreds of
thousands of dollars compared to upgrading their systems to 3G networks. But the
benefits go well beyond cost savings. A
street-light infrastructure with integral
connectivity and intelligence can serve as
an extensible platform for easily integrating emerging IoT applications so municipal
68
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leadership can solve new challenges with
new technology (http://bit.ly/1wF9ihM).
A common safety measure in practically
every community is to have school beacons
that flash 20 MPH when children are present. As a recent project demonstrated, even
this decades-old practice offers opportunities for improvement. In this mid-sized
city with just under 200,000
residents, our network connectivity experts partnered
with the city’s traffic department to enhance its citywide
communications while avoiding a costly upgrade to a 3G
network.
These illuminated signs are
scheduled according to the Rita Renner
start and release times of the
school day. Based on the schedule, the signs
start flashing 30 minutes before school starts
and flash again for 30 minutes after school
ends each day. If the school superintendent
wanted to change the schedule because of an
early dismissal, for example, they would have
to file a request with the traffic department.
This is where the complexity and delays really
emerged. Half of the school beacons in the
city ran on a 2G network; a schedule change
required traffic department personnel to
reprogram the schedule for specific beacons
in each school zone. The remaining 50% of the
city’s school beacons were controlled by clocks
embedded in the signs; a schedule change for
these locations required traffic department
personnel to manually reschedule each clock.
With about 100 schools, such a seemingly simple task would take the city traffic department
about a week to complete. If a snow storm dictated an early dismissal, without one week’s
notice to change the schedules, the beacons
would remain on the existing schedule. This
became a public safety issue because students
would cross streets without the additional
protection of the school beacons in already
reduced visibility. Conversely, lights would
flash even when schools were closed and no
students were in the vicinity, causing a “cry
wolf” syndrome resulting in drivers eventually ignoring the caution lights.
With flexible, next-generation, intelligent
control technology, the project team helped
the city replace its communications network
across the school beacon system, utilizing a
platform compatible with LED street light-

ing. Now schedule changes take just a few
minutes as compared to the full week it used
to take with the old system. And not only can
the public school system now work closely
with the traffic department to customize
schedules more accurately, the city can also
leverage this network to bring distributed
intelligent control to LED street lighting.
Leveraging these types of public infrastructures as communications networks also enables
city officials to instantly adjust
rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFB) warning drivers of
situations such as “Police Officer
Ahead,” “Race Route. Check for
Cyclists,” or real-time speed notifications. By implementing this
solution, the city saved between
$1,300 and 1,800 per school in new hardware
costs which would have been required to
upgrade to a 3G network.
The city’s new adaptable, intelligent infrastructure allows administrators to make
more informed decisions based on data analytics, such as data from crosswalk buttons.
For example, if a button is pressed a certain
number of times every day at 3:00 pm, traffic managers can decide to operate the beacons in those locations continuously every
day from 2:55–3:05 pm.
The extensible infrastructure will also let
the city easily and cost-effectively add future
IoT capabilities such as smart parking capabilities for drivers seeking priority parking,
such as disabled parking spots or plug-in electric vehicle charging stations, and re-routing
traffic with smart signage when accidents
or other events occur. One day, this type of
responsive infrastructure could even be used
to offer assistance to first responders by linking streetlights and crosswalk beacons to 911
calls. Now that’s a smart city! — Rita Renner,
LEED, GA, Echelon Corporation

•

Light and health: What do we
know about the science?
The daily pattern of light and dark falling
on our retinas regulates our bodily processes and behavior by setting the timing of
the brain’s biological clock, which regulates
our circadian rhythms (i.e., physiological
functions that run on approximate 24-hour
cycles). The biological clock regulates our
LEDsmagazine.com
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sleep–wake cycles, changes in core body melatonin, can increase alertness and reduce
temperature, and the secretion of hormones, sleepiness in those forced to stay awake when
to name just a few.
the body is telling them to go to bed.
Exposure to the wrong spectrum of light
Even if a particular building provides
at the wrong time of day, such as short-wave- ideal circadian-effective lighting, either
length (blue) light at night when we are pre- in the form of daylight or spectrally tuned
paring to sleep, disrupts the circadian system lighting, exposure to the wrong kind of light
and can lead to adverse effects
after leaving the office can still
such as poor nighttime sleep,
lead to circadian disruption.
daytime sleepiness, depression,
Lighting at home is just as
diabetes, cardiovascular disimportant and should not be
ease, and cancer.
neglected. For this reason, perOur modern built environsonalized, portable, dynamic
ment and frenetic 24-hour lifeplug-in lighting products can
style are well equipped for cirprovide an effective solution,
cadian disruption. The electric
although these types of devices
lighting used in today’s mod- Mariana Figueiro
are not yet widely available.
ern buildings has been manuThe work environment might
factured, designed, and specified to meet still be, however, where we have the greatrequirements of our visual systems — not est opportunity to receive the entraining
our circadian systems — and typically deliv- light we need on a daily basis, especially in
ers ill-timed, inappropriate levels and spec- winter months, when some of us go to and
tra of light for maintaining circadian health. return from work in darkness.
We may be getting too little circadian effecCircadian wellbeing depends upon one’s
tive light during the day and too much in the
evenings.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute’s Lighting Research Center (LRC) has established
that optimizing light exposure for circadian
health is crucially dependent on the quantity, spectrum, timing, and duration of that
light exposure (http://bit.ly/2cL4Fnn).
Our research with day-shift office workers has shown that receiving appropriately
timed, high levels of circadian-effective light
in the workplace can improve sleep quality,
promote entrainment to the solar day, and
relieve depression. Translating that increase
in alertness into better performance is still
tricky, however, because performance is
affected by many other things that are unrelated to light exposures. Similar approaches
have also been employed to improve sleep
health in adolescents with delayed sleep disorder and to mitigate the symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease in older adults. In fact, the
science is clear when it comes to Alzheimer’s
disease patients (http://bit.ly/2izcFYc). Circadian-effective light during the day will
improve sleep quality, relieve depression,
and reduce agitation in this population.
But it is not just about blue light. Our
research with rotating-shift healthcare workers, for example, has demonstrated that red
light, which does not suppress the hormone
LEDsmagazine.com
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history of light exposure over 24 hours, not
just the light received in the workplace.
Therefore, future research will be needed
to characterize total light exposures experienced by the individuals during their waking hours. In the meantime, the successful
application of light is more likely to occur
in more-controlled environments, such as
assisted living facilities and nursing homes.
Lighting for the circadian system employs
lighting design objectives that differ from
those typically used in traditional architectural lighting design, and therefore, requires
metrics that differ from those currently used
by lighting designers. We have developed a
new way of quantifying light’s impact on the
circadian system, called circadian stimulus
(CS), and a CS calculator to help lighting professionals select light sources and light levels that will increase the potential for circadian-effective light exposure in buildings.
Other metrics, such as melanopic lux, have
been proposed, but further research needs to
validate these metrics in the field.
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To help designers implement some of these
solutions, the LRC is also developing lighting
patterns, available online, that will serve as
tools for designers to learn how to implement
lighting schemes that promote circadian
entrainment in the built environment. Each lighting pattern
shows the base case along with
the new lighting design that is
being analyzed for CS.
Not knowing all of the answers
shouldn’t stop us from designing
and implementing new lighting solutions targeted to deliver
circadian-effective light to the Brent York
built environment. While claims
for improved performance cannot be made
yet, no one can refute the idea that light isn’t
just for vision. The design of our living spaces,
therefore, shouldn’t be just for vision either. —
Mariana Figueiro, program director, LRC,
and professor at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute

•

How will spatial tuning of light enrich
SSL for the built environment?

Effective custom
solutions for LED
extruded diffusers.
Visit us at Booth 430 at
Strategies in Light
www.pexco.com/lighting

Real Answers.
Right Solutions.

The application of advanced optical techniques is opening up opportunities for the
development of new LED luminaire designs
that will enhance the lighting environment
in our offices, shops, schools, and commercial and industrial facilities. To provide a
perspective on some of these new possibilities, SIL will be offering a session entitled
“Enhancing the Built Environment with
Advanced Luminaire Design.”
The lead speaker in this session will be
Brent York, CEO and founder of Tangenesys
Consulting. He has over three decades as a
professional in the lighting industry with
expertise in innovation, technology development, business strategy, and intellectual property (IP). Bob Steele interviewed York regarding the possibilities for light-shaping or spatial
tuning technologies to impact the SSL market.
Bob Steele: Why is spatial tuning of light
important?
Brent York: Spatial light tuning in its simplest form is a change in the angular relationships and balance of direct and indirect light
in our environment. It is commonly witnessed
as a natural phenomenon during a typical
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day, with changes in the angle of the Sun
and the variable balance of direct to indirect
lighting. Spatial light tuning is so fundamental to our experience of space that it has pervaded our language. It’s what we have experienced for millennia in nature
and the words that we use to
describe illumination, including adjectives such as dappled,
incandescent, luminous, radiant, gloomy, flat, and soft. Spatial light tuning affects more
than our emotional connection
with the space; it also influences
our behavior, social interactions, and performance within
the space. Today we stand on the threshold
of being able to include spatial tuning in our
everyday illuminated environment.
Steele: In the past, were lighting designers and architects able to use conventional
light sources such as incandescent and fluorescent lamps to create spatial tuning of
light, and if so, how did they accomplish it?
York: If we go back a hundred years when
we brought electric light into interior environments, we initially struggled to create
enough light and the challenges were primarily task oriented, or simply, how do we
get enough light to the task? It wasn’t until
the 1950s and 1960s when lighting designers
started to look at the aesthetic and functional
perception of the space and how it could be
modified by adjusting layers of light. While
this was usually reserved for the most iconic
of architectural spaces, and usually in a static
setting, most people’s experience with spatial
light tuning comes from the theater. On a
stage, the lighting designer attempts to create
changeable environments and uses light to
accompany the action on the stage to help tell
the story. Spotlights, floods, reflective scrims,
and many different materials are used with
dimming control boards to switch dynamically between scenes in support of what is
happening onstage. In essence, the manipulation of the illuminated environment on the
stage employs all three tools — dimming,
color tuning, and spatial tuning. Not surprisingly, bringing this technology to other applications is economically challenging for environments such as restaurants, homes, retail
establishments, and offices.
LEDsmagazine.com
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Dynamic spatial tuning requires new
lighting tools to actively modify light sources
and gain control over illumination patterns.
More specifically, shaping the light and illuminating surfaces and spaces requires an
integrated solution of controls, compact
light sources such as LEDs, and advanced
optics. We’ve simply lacked the main ingredients in terms of light source scale and system economics to add the active spatial tuning component — until now.
Steele: What new possibilities are LED
sources and advanced optics providing to
create spatial tuning of light in the built
environment?
York: There are two key attributes that
LEDs have brought to us to enable spatial
tuning to become a reality. The first and most
important is that LEDs have increased in performance and decreased in cost. Haitz’s Law
is alive and well and has enabled us to break
from the one lamp, one fixture, one function
mindset and potentially use groups of independently controllable LEDs within a single
fixture. Since the economics of adding more
LEDs sits low in the bill of materials, it is possible to design fixtures with groups of LEDs
with independent optical systems controlled
by an intelligent drive system that can be
switched seamlessly to create completely different photometric distributions. The lighting
fixture can then effortlessly morph to suit the

photometric requirements.
The second attribute of LEDs is their physical scale and growth in light flux density. As
LED packages have shrunk from several millimeters down to single-die devices below 1
mm2, it follows that the optical systems can
also shrink dramatically. This allows fixture
designs to shed weight and volume in ways
that permit us to rethink where a lighting
fixture can be located and how much material is needed. Furthermore, new families
of compact optical technologies employing
spatially tuned waveguides and even active
optics are opening up new opportunities
for the solid-state manipulation of light at a
scale that is unprecedented. With a dose of
intelligent control responding to smart sensors and “biometrically enabled” occupants,
it isn’t hard to imagine what our next generation of lighting may become. Light and
lighting will become “plastic” in the sense
that it is electronically tuned in new ways.
This will open up opportunities for lighting
to be contextually aware and supportive of
human activities, whether it be concentrating on a task, making a buying decision, or
enjoying a quiet conversation over dinner.
Steele: How do you see the capabilities
for spatial light tuning evolving in the coming years?
York: As the title of the talk that I will be
giving at SIL suggests, the future holds some
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very interesting possibilities for us in terms of
spatial light tuning. In essence, the statement
that spatial light tuning is “the last mile” in
the control of light means that the mastery of
dimming, the mastery of color tuning, plus a
newfound mastery over spatial tuning gives
us the ability to reproduce some of what we
experience in nature. But it also goes further
since it also enables new opportunities for
lighting to be fully supportive of human activity. So, where are we going to go? I believe that
we will eventually start seeing spatial tuned
luminaires become commonplace as they
shrink in size and cost. It will be part of the
fabric of architecture. As we inhabit certain
spaces, the lighting and sensing systems will
blend into the built environment, and adjust
based upon what the system learns about its
influence on users.
Retailers will love the increased sales on
goods as they serve up personalized experiences to shoppers, and they in turn will
prefer the dramatic interactive component
of the experience that they can only get at
a store. Office workers, far from the influence of natural light in the core of office
buildings, will benefit from spatially tuned
light that morphs through the day as it emulates both the color and spatially changing distribution of natural light (http://
bit.ly/2iEsGPI). Residential users will value
lighting that supports an increasingly multifunctional use of space. — Bob Steele,
co-chair, Strategies in Light

GreenTek Energy Systems

LED SOLAR LIGHT
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business | LIGHTING AS A SERVICE

ESCO model makes sense in retrofitting
SSL for smart building services
Leveraging the expertise of an energy service company can help building operators move their
facilities into an intelligent future with reasonable expense management, writes LIONEL BARDEN.

T

he world is changing dramatically
with huge technological advances
for smart buildings and sustainabilMaintain
ity of the building operation. These changes
are capable of massive disruption to the
standard operational process — but only
if they are taken up. Where do the current building owners and operators of
Install
established buildings stand on this complex business-planning decision? If they
decide not to change with the times, they
risk missing the many opportunities the
technology provides. More to the point, they
risk the fact that their opposition could gain a
Finance
huge advantage by being first to adopt LEDbased smart building technologies.

The benefits of an ESCO
An energy services company (ESCO) is a multifunctional energy service provider that provides the technology of mechanical and electrical services to an existing or new building
project for the estimated life of the building
(15–25 years) for a simple periodic service fee.
Rather than a traditional model of multiple,
individual subcontractors, the fully funded
design, supply, installation, and maintenance
is under one banner in the ESCO model providing the total service (Fig. 1).
All of the equipment is fully maintained
and upgraded at the time of either the end
of serviceable life or a major technology
improvement. This provides the building
owner/operator (BOO) with the very latest
technology and future proofing of the systems over the life of the building. In new
installations, these technological changes
provide huge savings for the developer in the
adoption of the electrical/mechanical cost
LIONEL BARDEN is the managing

director of Eco Energy Group Ltd. (Eco E;
ecoenergygroup.com.au).
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no further costs other than a single periodic
service fee and the new dramatically reduced
electricity bill (Figs. 2 and 3).
Audit
Let us look at the current and standard
processes. These include:
• Carrying out an audit of current energy
used and the source
• Designing into the project the replaceLaaS
Design
ment equipment
• Sourcing this equipment
• Contracting the electrical installation
• Contracting the maintenance company
The audit and the design are carried out
Supply
by independent contractors. The general
focus of the audit is to establish the actual
energy used and possible reduction methods mostly without actual equipment focus.
FIG. 1. The lighting as a service (LaaS)
The lighting design, normally following
provider takes responsibility for the
a budget, provides the replacement system
entire smart building retrofit project.
from cataloged and/or specified equipment.
incorporated in a service fee through the Once the design is complete, the equipment
operational expenses (opex), which experi- is tendered for supply. At this stage the audienced ESCOs guarantee is less than the tra- tor has finished their responsibility. Oftenditional tendering system of capital expenses times the designer has little say in the final
(capex) and the residual opex.
choice of equipment, which, in almost every
The responsibilities of choosing equipment case, is selected with a major emphasis on
through to contracting experienced install- price to fit the project management budget.
ers and maintenance people and finally fund- This is usually carried out by another influing the project reside with the ESCO and their ential independent, the purchasing or sourcexperience in the technology. In this article, ing manager.
we will focus on the introduction of lighting
Again, the installation contract is tenas a service (LaaS) of established facilities dered and even though this may be to
that operate day to day and many on a 24/7 a selected group, price leads the conbasis. The LaaS provides monitored control sideration. The selected contractor foldelivered through a solid-state lighting (SSL) lows standard installation procedures
system for energy reduction and intelligent with little knowledge of the new equipupgrading to smart building status.
ment. When the maintenance provider
is finally selected either by tender or by
Funding the project
using current contracted staff, the detail of
The total service is provided without capex. that maintenance will be learned on the job.
The opex, which includes the material and
There is no interface between these speinstallation costs, is calculated to be less than cialists. In the selection of traditional equipthe current or traditional opex and there are ment that has been around for many, many
FEBRUARY 2017
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based on the out- AU$ (thousands)
comes of a compre- 60
Old
hensive audit. While
electricity
50
it should include the
Old
detail of the cur- 40
maintenance
rent electrical operNew
ating systems and 30
electricity
the opportunities to 20
LaaS
reduce the demand,
fee
10
it should also include
Linear
onsite inspection;
(old electricity)
0
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
collation of electrical, air conditioning, FIG. 3. Seen here is a detailed cost comparison of actual ESCO
sprinkler, and light- retrofit cost calculations for the first year set alongside estimated
ing plans; and diag- cost growth over 5 years (with no increase in service fees).
nosis of installation
difficulties and obstacles.
designed to suit each project. Every projThe audit should also provide the ability ect is assessed and equipment is modified
to complete a multiple-site project within if necessary for that specific installation.
the shortest possible time, focusing on the Apart from an overall continuity of quality,
daily business activity through to employee, the design should be an empathetic replicacontractor, and customer attendance tim- tion of the original performance and effect.
ing and traffic movement. It is essential that The equipment should be designed specifthe total package is ically around speed of installation (see an
AU$ (thousands)
designed to elimi- example in Fig. 4). Therefore, it is importnate any disruption ant to have the manufacturers included in
6
to normal operational the project planning.
5
activity or trade.
The BOO cannot Project management
4
close an active service It is important that the same project man3
or business to install ager is charged with overseeing the audit
2
new systems because and is therefore familiar with the layout of
of the loss of that ser- each facility. There is only a small window
1
vice or trade, be it a of opportunity for the installation, so it is
0
hospital or a super- important that the project manager train
Old electricity +
New electricity +
Maintenance
LaaS fee
market as examples.
and direct the installation crew through a
To
be
able
to
sup“train the trainer” program in understandFIG. 2. The chart compares original monthly operational costs
ply
this
information
ing the technology, as well as handling and
of a building with its new costs at current prices after a smart
correctly
from
mulinstalling the equipment correctly to combuilding retrofit through the ESCO model. Cost savings shown
tiple
sites,
a
standard
plete the installation to prescribed docuare from one month following the retrofit.
compilation of infor- mented processes and within allotted operperiod can take as long as 2–3 years, during mation should be provided from each site. ational periods allowed.
which time the warranty expires and the risk The equipment selection, on-site timing, and
The project manager should also be
of replacement resides with the BOO. Warran- methods of installation should be designed responsible for selection and training of the
ties are mostly on equipment only and do not to be the same at all locations.
maintenance crew, which should contain
include installation and commissioning.
members of the installation crew who have
This places enormous responsibility on the Equipment selection
knowledge of the technology as well as hanBOO, who may decide the risk is too great and The equipment chosen should be from man- dling and installing the equipment correctly.
loses out on the technological gain. By choos- ufacturers with respected brands, irrespecing a LaaS model, the BOO mitigates the risk tive of price. These brands should guarantee Monitoring a smart building
of maintenance and replacement altogether. the highest quality and the latest technol- An intelligent monitor system (IMS) is the
ogy, while substantiating a long life and low most important part of a smart building
Getting an audit
maintenance with strong warranties.
package because of its ability to provide furThe equipment manufacturing, supply,
The equipment — while standard in the ther saving on current costs and feedback on
and installation methodology should be new technology format — should be custom operational ergonomics and logistics.
years, this process is satisfactory but with
the introduction of new technology the end
result can be fraught with danger.
With retrofit installations, one has to deal
not only with the technological changes
but consider other major influences, such
as equipment design for retrofit replication per project; speed of installation; disruption to trade or operation; daily window of timing for installation; monitor and
control connection platform; and the correct removal, destruction, or recycling of
replaced equipment.
Most of the time there is no funding — or
never enough — for the retrofit or replacement of the technological changes, including
the control system. The upfront cost of quality replacement equipment is very high and
there is hesitation in the market for customers to proceed because of cost, trust, and warranty (see p. 55 for Strategies in Light Europe
keynote comments addressing this issue). If
the project is funded upfront, the payback
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One must be careful when
Individual
selecting the platform for a
address per
monitoring system because
EeSpot
data-cabled systems are now
common with new installaLocated in
facilities
tions but are basically impossiMultiple
distribution
ble to use in retrofit situations
sensors
Signal
carried
board
because of the time/cost of
over existing
power lines
installation and physical barriers. However, many companies
EeHub remote
or organizations will not allow
communication
Eco Energy
the use of Wi-Fi either intevia 3G modem,
control and
grated into or in tandem with
ADSL connection
maintenance
Control of EeSpot
or standalone
their current Wi-Fi system.
center
via power line
Thus it is important to investicommunication (PLC)
gate other platforms acceptable
to the project. The established FIG. 5. Using intelligent monitoring and controls like the Ee Monitor System enables the BOO
system should alert of individ- to handle data collection and determine appropriate maintenance and building management
ual equipment failure back to functions.
a dashboard; identify the facility and individual location of the equipment; trols, and provides real-time data of individThis next state-of-the-art system should
monitor the electrical load and operation; con- ual light fittings in all facilities, continuously be tested and commissioned during the curtrol light levels and color with added move- maintaining the network and maximizing rent contracted period and be ready for serment and daylight sensing controls; and be the reduction of energy use by intelligent con- vice for the next contracted period.
capable of monitoring operational activity.
trol. Fig. 5 shows the Ee Monitor System by
As a result of the equipment lifecycles,
This empowers the BOO to manage the Eco E, which communicates using the exist- there is redundant equipment removed from
operational ergonomics with daily, weekly, or ing power infrastructure and integrates with each project that is still in good working
monthly reporting. The IMS monitors, con- retrofitted SSL equipment to turn established order. Rather than destroy this equipment
facilities into smart buildings. immediately, a good plan is to distribute it
to needy organizations and small commuFuture proofing and
nities where its intermittent use will last for
equipment lifecycle
many years without a huge commercial cost.
Once a contract is established,
it is important to work closely Conclusion
with the BOO to develop and To be successful in adopting and adaptincorporate the next gener- ing new technology, it takes more than the
ation of intelligently moni- knowledge and capability of a supplier and
tored technological devices. the BOO’s representative. It takes a new and
The aim should be to provide disruptive approach to the total method of
a center of excellence for that specification, manufacture, supply, installaBOO’s service or industry by tion, and maintenance. Add to this specialist
providing energy reduction, auditing, intelligent monitoring, and control
enhancement of the operat- as well as financing.
ing conditions, and intelliOne can see the need for an ESCO providing
gent activity reporting.
LaaS where all of the specialist participants
are working as a team and the responsibility
is taken under one banner for a simple reguFIG. 4. The SSL equipment
lar service fee for the life of the facility. This
with monitoring and
will maximize the sustainability of the projcontrols used in this
ect and mitigate the risk for the BOO.
supermarket project was
Although disruptive to the industry, this
retrofitted in 2.5 min per
model is easy to understand. But it must be
fitting as a result of the
technically capable and fully integrated with
appropriate selection
each part as important as the next for the
and customization of the
solution to work.
specified products.
LEDsmagazine.com
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Optimize 0–10V dimming
controls for efficient and
cost-effective LED luminaires
Solid-state lighting is beginning to deliver on long-promised energy savings, explains ALI FAWAZ,
but to broaden adoption developers need to continue to drive cost out of the control circuitry while
features such as dimming must still be supported.

L

ED-based lighting has begun to impact
the huge amount of energy used for lighting in developed regions of the globe,
but more is expected from solid-state lighting (SSL) technology. To fulfill forecasts, for
instance, of a greater than 50% penetration of
the commercial lighting sector by the end of
this decade, SSL manufacturers need to further reduce costs for the associated lamps and
fixtures. The electronics used for LED control
are a prime target for cost-reduction efforts,
and integration at the silicon chip or IC level
is focused on helping to meet that goal. Still,
the electronics must be full featured with dimming support as dimming can further impact
energy savings while also delivering a better
environment for workers and enhancing ambience in many applications.
Indeed, consider the aforementioned commercial lighting sector. According to a paper
published in 2014 by Worcester Polytechnic
Institute, lighting accounts for nearly half
(349 TWh/yr) of the electricity budget of
commercial buildings in the US (http://bit.
ly/2hww9AR). The huge energy cost associated with such usage levels means that the
cost-of-ownership advantage of LED-based
lamps is often sufficient to win market share
in new projects. But developers must still
strive for improvements in functionality that
lower up-front acquisition costs.
The dimming electronics are a particularly
challenging area for SSL developers. Despite the
LED itself being inherently dimmable, many
early generations of LED lamps were not comALI FAWAZ is senior staff application engineer at

Infineon Technologies Americas (infineon.com).
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FIG. 1. A discrete transformer can provide isolation in a typical 0–10V dimming

interface circuit.
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FIG. 2. A discrete opto-coupler can provide isolation in a dimming interface with

a small footprint, although as the circuit shows, the opto approach requires some
additional circuit elements.
patible with conventional dimmers. Moreover,
traditional switch-mode power supply IC controllers proved to be inadequate for LED ballast applications. As a result, controller ICs for
LED ballasts increasingly use digital technology, especially in the dimming portion of the
IC. With this concentration on the controller IC,
the interface between the LED controller IC and
the dimming control (dimmer) has been largely

ignored. A well-designed and stable dimming
interface is critical for consistent light quality
and to achieve the reliability needed for commercial and industrial applications.

Methods for incorporating
0–10V dimming control
While phase-cut dimming is commonly used
for mass-market residential applications,
LEDsmagazine.com
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there are issues around Programmable features of the CDM10V.
a transformer-based dimming interface cirinherent f licker that
cuit and Fig. 2 shows an opto-coupler-based
Dimmer/resistor bias 00 200 μA
DEFAULT
limit its use in commerdimming interface circuit. In both circuits,
01 100 μA
cial markets. In comthe dimmer signal is converted into a pulse
10 50 μA
mercial indoor and
to facilitate having a signal proportional to
11 500 μA
outdoor scenarios and
the dimming signal on the other side of the
Dim-to-off
0
NOT ENABLED
DEFAULT
even in high-end resiboundary where the main LED IC controller
dential lighting where
resides. The pulse is usually averaged and fed
1
ENABLE DIM-TO-OFF
color changing is not
to the dimming pin of the LED controller.
PWM frequency
00 1000 Hz
DEFAULT
required, 0–10V dimThe transformer-based dimming inter01 500 Hz
ming is preferred by
face does not need a bias voltage but suf10 200 Hz
many lighting designers
fers from inaccuracies over temperature
11 2000 Hz
and specifiers. There are
change. Moreover, the transformer is costly
two methods of 0–10V
and demands a relatively large PCB (printMinimum duty cycle 00 5%
DEFAULT
dimming control. In one
ed-circuit board) footprint. An external
01 2%
method, the controller
square wave pulse is also needed; this is usu10 1%
(dimmer) sources curally implemented by using the gate drive of
11 10%
rent to the LED driver;
a low-side power MOSFET. The gate drive
this is defined and supsignal has fast rise and fall edges that could
ported by the ESTA E1.3 standard and is a
ally kept open and output light should exacerbate EMI at the dimmer. High voltage
preferred method in theatrical or entertainbe at maximum. If the dimming termi- transients, primarily surge voltage, at the
ment technology applications.
nals are shorted together, output light gate of the power MOSFET further imposes
In the second method, the controller (dimshould be at minimum.
clamping requirements on the dimming sigmer) sinks current from the LED driver. Rel• The supply wire of the dimming termi- nal around the isolation transformer. Many
ative ease-of-use makes this second method
nal is purple and the return is grey.
of these issues are addressed and the perpopular for the widest range of commercial
Additionally, double or reinforced insula- formance of the transformer-based dimapplications. Key technical specifications for tion/isolation from all hazardous voltages ming interface is significantly improved by
the second method, which are defined in the including the input voltage is required for the use of a main LED controller that can
IEC60929 Annex E Technical Standard, are: safety in all cases where the dimming con- generate a controlled square pulse and pro• Minimum sinking current to the dimV_out
ming controller (dimmer) is 10 μA and
maximum sinking current is 2 mA.
• Under no circumstances should the
interface circuit terminals to the dimVCC
ming controller (dimmer) produce a voltGD
age exceeding +20V nor can it be less
6
1
Controller CS
than -20V. The driver/ballast should not
IC
Dimmer
CDM10V
5
2
be damaged when dimming voltage is
ICL8105
Dimming
between +20V and -20V.
IC
4
3
MFIO
• The control terminals of the interface
circuit shall be reverse polarity protected. In the case of reverse polarity of
the interface control terminals, output
light should be at minimum or turned off. FIG. 3. An IC designed specifically for a dimming interface circuit can integrate much
• The dimming circuit interface should of the complexity from the opto-coupler approach.
produce stable output light for a dimming control voltage between 0–11V.
troller (dimmer) circuitry is user-accessible. vides temperature compensation for the
• When the signal of the dimming con- Isolation further improves dimming perfor- dimming signal.
troller (dimmer) is 10V or higher, output mance by keeping high switching noise away
The opto-coupler-based dimming interlight should be at maximum. When the from the dimming signals.
face shown in Fig. 2 is more complex than
signal of the dimming controller (dima transformer-based design but also can
mer) is 1V or lower, output light should Developing designs for
be more accurate. It requires a bias voltage
be at minimum or off.
a dimming interface
and at least two op-amps in addition to the
• If no dimming controller (dimmer) is Two nearby figures show typical design solu- opto-coupler. It generates the square wave
used, the dimming terminals are usu- tions for a dimming interface circuit. Fig. 1 is on its own, eliminating some of the issues
LEDsmagazine.com
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that come with using the gate drive signal
of the power MOSFET.
In both interface circuits, the design
parameters are fixed to a given specification and not readily changeable. Changes
in parameters such as sink current into the
dimmer, minimum duty cycle (which determines the minimum programming voltage at the LED IC controller), and the operational mode of the dimming interface all
require redesign.

Benefits of simplified circuit
designs for dimming interfaces
As is often the case in the semiconductor industry, the best way to solve a circuit
design problem can be through an IC that is
purpose built for the task at hand. Assuming
that the application at hand is sufficiently
large to support the design and manufacturing of such an IC, the benefits can include
higher performance and lower cost. And the
SSL sector is certainly growing to the point
to make purpose-built ICs feasible.

PRODUCT

Fig. 3 illustrates an approach in which
a large portion of the discrete elements in
the opto-coupler-based design are integrated into such a compact IC, the Infineon

nearby table summarizes the programmable features. The IC can even be configured
in a transparent mode for direct output of a
source pulsewidth-modulation signal.

This simpler approach to a dimming interface
circuit provides flexibility across a wide range
of dimming applications.
CDM10V. Essentially all of the circuitry
shown on the left side of the opto-coupler in
Fig. 2 is reduced to this IC.
In addition to simplified design, the IC
approach reduces the cost and size of the
overall system, lowers assembly costs, and
improves reliability. Programmable parameters also provide flexibility to reuse the circuit design in multiple luminaire developments. One-time programmable settings
include resistor current, minimum duty
cycle, pulsewidth modulation signal frequency, and dim-to-off functionality. The

This simpler approach to a dimming
interface circuit provides flexibility across
a wide range of dimming applications in
industrial and commercial lighting such as
troffers, downlights, sconces, under-cabinet lighting, office lighting, and more. The
circuit could even be used for applications
outside of general illumination such as
LED-based signage. Indeed, lighting manufacturer could deploy one hardware design
for an entire platform of commercial LED
ballasts, thereby enabling volume application of the dimming technology.

showcase

ALP LIGHTING

Sentry Elite™ LED
Sentry Elite™ LED vapor tight fixture kit combines the
benefits of LED technology with the rugged features
OEMs have come to rely upon in the flagship Sentry
series. Sentry Elite LED utilizes gear
tray internal construction for cost
effectiveness and
functional practicality by
minimizing
required internal metal components. Drivers mount to the driver
tray for thermal isolation. The Sentry Elite housing is
sealed against dust and moisture and available in a
variety of lens, latch, and wire-entry configurations.

Tel: 877-257-5481
Email: sentryelite@alplighting.com

Instant ambience.
Pure magnetism.
Introducing Cynch, the attractive,
versatile new light that transforms
the ambience of any venue with one
pull on its magnetic connection.
Cynch easily switches from accent to
pendant, and back again. This elegantly compact
accent is oﬀered in multiple styles: as a stand-alone,
in a group, or integrated into our linear ﬁxtures.
For more information, visit amerlux.com/cynch.
Follow us on Twitter @AmerluxLighting.

Cynch Mounting Options

Web: www.alplighting.com
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CARCLO-OPTICS

G I G A H E RT Z - O P T I K

New Expanded 33Up Array Range

TPI21-TH Measurement System
for LED Testing & Binning

Available in a multitude of beam angles, 33Up Array
Optics are suitable for low, medium & high bay applications such as factory, warehousing & retail. The 32 part
numbers span 30
degree, 60 degree,
90 degree and Double
Asymmetric beam patterns, and are all available
in PMMA and Polycarbonate.
They are compatible with
Fortimo and Tridonic boards - as well as many other
standard supplier boards. The Bubble optic design of
the 30 & 60deg variants offers very low glare.

Tel: UK +44 1753 575 011
Email: sales@carclo-optics.com

Tel: US +1-724-539-6990
Email: sales@carclo-usa.com

Web: www.carclo-optics.com

The fully automated
TP121-TH is ideal for high
accuracy testing and binning
of SMD and onboard LEDs in
both pulsed and constant
current modes. Test LED
junction temperature is controllable from 25°C to 85°C.
Its design conforms to the latest published standards
such as CIE S025, LM-79-08, DIN 5032. A high-quality,
TE-Cooled CCD spectroradiometer plus motorized integrating sphere provide luminous flux, spectrum and
color measurement with software supported binning
functions. Plus safety interlocks prevent accidental
sphere engagement during production.

Tel: 978-462-1818
Email: Info-us@gigahertz-optik.com

Web: www.gigahertz-optik.de/en-us/led

H AT C H L I G H T I N G

TRINSEO LLC

Hatch XLC Linear Programmable
LED Driver

UL-Certified Grades Clearly
Advantaged

The Hatch XLC I-LOC was designed to compete effectively in the Linear Programmable LED Driver Market.
Using Hatch patented I-LOC Technology and an
extended programmable range the XLC is a perfect
addition to
the I-LOC
family.
(Hatch I-LOC
Technology
enables quick and easy setting of the driver output current with the simple click of a key.) The XLC is available
in 30W (1250mA) and 50W (1400mA) options with 1%
dimming. Join us at SIL booth 322 to learn more.

Trinseo’s clear, UL-certified polycarbonate-based
materials can be used for very high light transmission
applications or for compounding with diffusion aids to
achieve uniform light
distribution at high
lumens efficiency.
Its newest patent-pending material,
EMERGE™ 8830 LT
Advanced Resin,
balances the properties of transparency,
thickness and ignition resistance. Nearly as transparent
as glass and available for indoor and outdoor applications, it has a UL 94 rating of V-0 at 1.0 mm and a 5VA
rating at 2.5 mm.

Tel: 1-813-288-8006

Tel: 248-370-7160
Email: cig@trinseo.com

Web: www.hatchlighting.com

Web: www.trinseo.com
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last word

Will all lighting become connected?
Strategies in Light conference co-chair and Strategies Unlimited research director
PHILIP SMALLWOOD unveils the drivers and trends that led to creating a conference
track on the value of connected lighting and IoT.

W

e’ve all heard a great deal about
the Internet of Things (IoT) revolution that is taking place at the
moment, especially since it appears that new
connected products, from thermostats to
tea kettles, are popping up on weekly basis
(http://bit.ly/2j6gepi). While some may trivialize connected products as nothing more
than a toy or trinket that might make certain tasks easier, the lighting industry has
not. Many in the industry know that lighting is in the perfect position to take advantage of this interconnectedness since it is
already widely and ubiquitously distributed
throughout the globe, connected to a power
source, and increasingly joining the digital
era (http://bit.ly/2hSlifP). As with all revolutions, in order to survive and thrive in the
new world, one must be able to adapt, improvise, and innovate.
In an effort to keep the industry at the
forefront of the IoT revolution at Strategies in Light (SIL; Feb. 28–Mar. 2, 2017; Anaheim, CA), we have designed a track to educate and assist attendees in navigating the
main obstacles we see the industry facing
today. It is fittingly called “Will All Lighting
Become Connected?”

Session 1: Creating Value with Connected
Lighting. The main drivers for the acceptance
and adoption of LEDs in lighting have been
the energy efficiency and longer lifetime
of solid-state lighting (SSL) technology
versus incumbent technologies. Selling LED
lighting was relatively simple, as a business
case involving savings from decreased
maintenance and electricity consumption
is straightforward. The same cannot be
said for selling connected lighting products
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whose intrinsic value may not be as easy to
quantify with a simple payback and return
on investment calculation. This session
will both delve into some of the nonqualitative benefits that connected lighting
manufacturers are asserting,
and provide insights into what
added value building and facility
owners are expecting from these
connected systems.

Session 2: Convergence. The IoT
involves the interconnectedness
of multiple systems in one environment, making it essential for all connected systems to be able to communicate
efficiently and easily. It is therefore imperative that the lighting industry understand
not only what systems should be interconnected but also how. During this session we
will discuss short-term solutions and longterm visions, stakeholder empowerment,
and what total integration should look like.

Session 3: Wireless Communication
Protocols. The increased number of wirelessly connected lighting products has led
to the introduction and expansion of several wireless communication protocols for
use within these systems. While these systems are mostly able to compete, they each
have inherent capabilities and limitations.
This session will be a panel discussion
covering multiple wireless technologies,
including Bluetooth, ZigBee, Wi-Fi, Thread,
802.11ah, cellular, and low-frequency proprietary solutions.

Session 4: Data Analytics. One of the main
interests in the IoT and connected light-

ing has to do with the potential data that
could be gathered and analyzed in an effort
to improve both the way we interact with
our environment and the way our environment reacts to our behavior. This session
will cover all aspects of data analytics, including advancements
with sensors and MEMS and their
impact on data collection; how to
sort and analyze data; and findings from the installation of connected lighting systems at a large
corporation headquarters project.

Session 5: Network Security. In October of
this year, several popular websites, including
Twitter, Netflix, and Airbnb were brought to
a halt with two distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attacks on the company that manages their servers. While the threat of this
kind of attack has always been present, the
fashion in which it took place was worrisome, since several common IoT devices
were used to overwhelm these servers.
During this session, we will learn the value
of penetration testing in IoT products in
order to find and fix vulnerabilities, as well
as how certain attacks occur and the benefits of using hardware security systems in
conjunction with software solutions.
The lighting market finds itself in the
midst of a revolution, where the potential
benefits of these new technologies hold
the promise to change the way we use light
and interact with our environment. Only
those companies that are better prepared
to deliver true value to their customers will
be the ones driving these changes. For additional program information and session
details, visit strategiesinlight.com.
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HORTICULTURAL
LIGHTING BRIDGES
TWO INDUSTRIES!
Introducing the premier online resource for lighting and grower
professionals for all topics related to research, technology,
and implementation of horticultural lighting.

Log on now to explore
the world of horticultural
lighting like never before!
www.LEDsMagazine.com/Horticulture
Delivered through:
• Articles
• Case Studies
• Webcasts

• Featured Products
• Event Information

Follow us for the latest updates!
@LEDsMagazine
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GAME CHANGING IS GREAT.

BOTTOM LINE
CHANGING IS BETTER.
You can’t change your bottom line by using the same LEDs that everyone else is using. Cree’s Extreme
High Power (XHP) LEDs deliver double the lumen output at high operating temperatures, while our MH
LEDs combine the system advantages of our best arrays with the manufacturing ease of a discrete. And
our CXA2 LED arrays are packed with lumens to offer system cost savings up to 60%.

See how higher power
equals lower cost.
cree.com/xhp
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The new way to
a better LED array.
cree.com/mh

Even more lumens for
savings up to 60%.
cree.com/cxa2
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